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abDigital Extras  
STAY INFORMED AND GET INVOLVED VIA OUR ONLINE AND SOCIAL OFFERINGS

By Jenna Morogiello, MS, LAT, ATC, CSCS

In Spring 2017, I became the coordinator of Injury Prevention 
and Care for Georgia Southern University Campus Recreation 
and Intramurals. I knew the fi rst goal I wanted to accomplish 
was to implement a concussion policy for intramural sports. 
Intramural sports had the highest number of participants 
and the second-highest injury risk, just behind club sports. 
The need for this policy became even more evident when the 
Concussion Research Lab on campus informed us that the 
scores from recreation concussions were coming back worse 
than scores they had ever seen before (even compared to 
NCAA sports). As a department (two full-time athletic trainers 
and one graduate assistant), we worked diligently to modify 
and advance this policy. It was successfully implemented in 
Fall 2018.

Why is this important?
Campus recreation programs provide a healthy atmosphere 

for a diverse student population to engage in many diff erent 

forms of physical activity and competition. However, without 

proper concussion education and management, there’s 

potential for catastrophic injury and legal liability. Having an 

athletic trainer on staff  would promote the safety, care and 

education for all recreation participants.

People don’t always know what is best for them. That’s why 

campuses need medical professionals — to guide students in 

the right direction and support student safety.

Read more about how athletic trainers can make an impact for 

concussion management in campus recreation at 

www.athleticbusiness.com/rec-and-concussions

On Our Blog
www.athleticbusiness.com

Advertisers: Get In On the Digital Action  
Athletic Business’s industry presence spans print, digital and social media. 
Find out how you can make the most of our reach to share your message: athleticbusiness.info

Monthly Unique Web Visitors E-News Subscribers Social Media ConnectionsPrint Subscribers

Readers React to Rob’s Departure
Over the years, AB contributor Rob Bishop became 
beloved by our readers for his vision, humor and 
most recently his candor. As Rob signed off  in his fi nal 
column last month, reaction poured in from readers. 

“Hey Rob, I, like many others, am sorry to hear of 
Elevations Health Club closing. However, you can 
be extremely proud of the legacy you are leaving 
behind because you poured your heart and soul into 
creating an environment to improve the health and 
overall character of those in your community who 

have benefi tted from your tireless service-driven business model.”
  — Rob Rideout

“Rob, thanks for sharing your thoughts and emotions with us. Nothing but 
prayers for you and your family’s future!” — Robin Embry

“Rob, I have always enjoyed your columns — the past few were 
exceptions because they were so heartbreaking — but I wish you nothing 
but the best as you move along. I am reminded of the lines of a poem: 
All we have lost is brightly lost/Let us climb, now, the road to hope.”
 — Mary Helen Sprecher

Advancing Recreation: Athletic Trainers and Concussions

There’s still time to submit to the Next 
Generation of Campus Rec program! Open 
to students working in campus recreation 
and preparing to go on to  professional 
careers in the fi eld, the program invites 
students to submit an article about their 
experiences and observations within the 
industry. Eight entrants will have their 
entry published in Athletic Business and 
one grand prize winner will receive an 
all-expenses paid trip to NIRSA 2020 in 
Phoenix. Hurry! The submission deadline 
is Oct. 18.

Learn more at www.ab-nirsa-nextgen.com
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Work hard, play hard 

P
hil Jackson, who garnered 11 championship rings 
between his seasons as head coach of the NBA’s 
Chicago Bulls and Los Angeles Lakers, might have been 

referring to the architect’s calling when he said, “To tap into 
the sacred in work, as well as in life, it’s essential to create 
order out of chaos. ... And that takes discipline, a healthy 
balance between work and play, and nourishment of mind, 
body and spirit within the context of community.”

From Northwestern’s football fi eld house, which off ers 
breathtaking views of Lake Michigan, to the spacious, glass-
walled aquatics center at the Bostick Community Centre, the 
10 Facilities of Merit® featured in this issue were chosen by 
professionals who understand the elements of design crucial 
to creating “order out of chaos.” They also understand the 
discipline needed to create within a facility the “healthy 
balance between work and play,” as well as what it takes 
to ensure that the end result supports the “nourishment of 
mind, body and spirit within the context of community.”

For many in the high school and college realms, fall marks 
a return to the grind. Classes are back in session, football 
and basketball seasons loom, campus rec center hours 
are extended, and late nights studying, practicing, grading 
papers or reviewing game plans are the norm. Even for those 
in our industries who meet their jobs head on, happy to be 
doing what they love, it’s easy to become overwhelmed and 
miss the joy in helping people stay active and engaged with 
their schools and communities. 

The Facilities of Merit issue is a celebration of great 
architecture’s role in giving us the space — whether that 
be a luxurious locker room or a comfortable café — that 
reminds us to return to the joy in what we do. As the team 
here at AB ramps up for our fi nal issue of the year, as well as 
the upcoming AB Show 2019, we’ll be navigating the chaos 
right along with you, aiming for that same  healthy balance 
between work and play.

Andy Berg
Editor
andy@athleticbusiness.com
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In his book Palaces for the People: How Social 
Infrastructure Can Help Fight Inequality, 
Polarization, and the Decline of Civic Life, author 

Eric Klinenberg writes about how shared public 
spaces that encourage casual social interaction — 
such as libraries, parks and, yes, even neighborhood 
gyms — can make a community stronger and more 
resilient. Memphis Rox, a nonprofit climbing gym 
located in one of the roughest zip codes in the 
country, leverages the unique culture of climbing to 
encourage just this kind of interaction. 

Since opening in March 2018, the South Memphis 
gym has become a haven for the sport and the 
facility’s end-users, exposing climbing to an entirely 
different demographic — all while helping to bring 
about positive change in the community. 

“I noticed when we were researching climbing 
that every climbing gym had this camaraderie, this 
understanding, this mutual respect for each other,” 
says Chris Dean, director of outreach for Memphis Rox. 
Dean toured climbing gyms throughout the country, and 
saw how the sport engaged people on a different level. 
“Everybody was communicating,” he says. “People hung 
out on the mats. They talked to each other. Strangers 
kind of gave each other beta, and conversations would 
just naturally start with no agenda.”

That sense of community was important in 
establishing Memphis Rox, and also in differentiating 
it. The gym is one of the most diverse spaces in the 
whole city — both in terms of staff and clientele — so 

breaking down barriers was key.
“Black, white, Asian — so many different 

backgrounds come to this gym for this sport,” says 
Dean. “We found something that can cross racial and 
socioeconomic backgrounds.”

The gym itself is a 32,000-square-foot, state-
of-the-art climbing space. Located within a former 
grocery store, the facility offers more traditional 
workout space, yoga rooms and a boxing area, but 
climbing is the focus. “There’s 100 rope lanes, which 
would be between 100 and 120 rope routes at a 
time,” says director of operations Jon Hawk. “There’s 
about 7,500 square feet of bouldering. It’s a lot of 
climbing.”

With Walltopia-manufactured 45-foot walls for 
rope climbing and 15-foot bouldering walls, the 
facility is bustling. 

“We actually did not expect to be this busy so fast, 
which has been pretty cool,” says Hawk, adding that the 
facility averages between 500 and 600 check-ins daily 
and between 800 and 900 paying members per month.

Memphis Rox is unique in that nobody is turned 
away because of their inability to afford membership. 
That accessibility contributes to the gym’s mission of 
building community through climbing. “The mission 
is to expose,” Hawk says. “We want people to climb, 
but also feel that sense of community. When you take 
away that barrier of having to pay a certain amount of 
money, it just brings more people in. Especially those 
who wouldn’t be able to afford it at all.” 

[Photo courtesy of Memphis Rox]

By Jason Scott

Nonprofit Memphis Rox builds 
community through climbing

Starting 
Lines

Ideas and events shaping our industry
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“Some people come in and say, 
‘I can’t pay anything. I don’t have 
anything,’ ” says Dean, adding that the 
average income in the area is about 
$20,000 a year.

“Just because one person in the 
gym comes from money and maybe 
they’re climbing with someone who 
has nothing, doesn’t mean that they’re 
not both overcoming something,” 
Hawk says. “Everybody has trauma or 
diffi  culties. But now two people from 
completely diff erent backgrounds 
can work on their problems with each 
other — and it works.”

Memphis Rox is located across 
the street from a middle school and 
high school and has a number of 
other schools within walking distance. 
As such, the facility represents 
a safe space for school kids and 
others, providing educational and 
recreational activities that steer them 
off  the streets and away from crime. 
In addition to off ering after-school 
programs and climbing teams, the 
gym boasts a staff  of yoga instructors, 
boxing coaches and personal trainers.

“Obviously they get exposed to 
climbing, but also help with their 
homework, life-skills classes, yoga 
classes — free to any child who wants 
to be a part of it,” Hawk says. “We’re 
working on some other things on this 
campus, like a Best Buy Teen Tech 
Center, so kids can learn how to program 
and code and do AI and robotics and 
graphic design, 3D printing.”

There are also sound stages and 
mixing stages, and state-of-the-art 
facilities for fi lm production, which 
Memphis Rox will rent out to movie 
studios. “The only thing we ask for is 
percentage on the backend,” Dean says. “All that money goes into the nonprofi t. 
Back into the community.”

When Memphis Rox fi rst opened its doors, Hawk admits that the community 
was skeptical. “In the beginning there was defi nitely some hesitation from the 
neighborhood,” he says. “There was defi nitely some acting out among some of the 
youths in the beginning. But now, I think people understand that we’re truly here to 
help, and we’re going to be here.”

Some of that initial suspicion was caused by what Dean calls “turkey people.”
“A turkey person is someone who comes around once a year and gives you 

something, then leaves,” Dean explains. “They just really want a pat on the back, 
like on Thanksgiving. You don’t know these people from the man on the moon, and 
they come and give you a turkey, and they feel good about their lifestyle.

“We came to this community to grow with this community,” Dean says. “We 
understand that we are equal here. We’re not turkey people. We’re here with you, we’re 
here every day. You change us as much as we change you.”

That mindset is paying off  for the gym — and its staff .
“Being a white guy not from Memphis, I can go into stores in the neighborhood 

and when they see my staff  shirt, it’s like an embrace,” Hawk says. “It’s felt 
throughout the neighborhood, and throughout the city.”

Adds Dean, “The city loves us.” Ω

The Score  

Percentage by which compensation 
for non-revenue sports coaches at 
Power 5 schools increased between 
2013 and 2018

43

Number of Division I athletic 
directors, out of 352, who are 
women — following this summer’s 
fi rst-ever hires of women to the top 
spots at the University of Idaho and 
Ohio University

Source: AB research

53

Percentage by which compensation 
for Power 5 head football coaches 
increased over that span

Source: USA TODAY Sports

51

Number of consecutive years 
participation in high school football has 
decreased, with last year’s 1,006,013 
total participants representing the 
lowest fi gure since 1999-2000

Source: National Federation of State High School 
Associations

5

A broader social mission
Though Memphis Rox is primarily focused 

on using climbing to aff ect its own 

community, the gym is making a broader 

impact by the way that it operates.

In addition to all of the programs it 

off ers, the gym pays its staff  wages of $12 

per hour — surpassing the average income 

in the community. 

The gym’s juice bar, Juice Almighty, 

allows community members the option to 

“pay” for a healthy meal by volunteering 

— either at the gym or with another 

accredited nonprofi t — and has distributed 

17,000 complimentary meals.

“Unfortunately, change costs money,” 

says director of operations Jon Hawk. “And 

so do free meals and high wages for staff .”

The team is looking to the broader 

community of local fi tness gyms for 

support, hoping to build partnerships that 

would allow gyms to give their members 

an option of donating even just a dollar or 

two a month to help sustain the work being 

done at Memphis Rox.

“Maybe add $2 onto a normal 

membership,” says Memphis Rox director 

of outreach Chris Dean, adding that “a 

dollar or two goes a long way here.”

“It’s not easy being in one of the worst 

neighborhoods,” Dean says. “And we’re 

here every day. We show up to work every 

day and we stay late because we care, and 

we believe we see the incremental inches 

of change every day. But it wouldn’t hurt to 

have a little bit of embrace from the rest of 

the world.”

Number of consecutive years 
participation in high school sports had 
increased until 2018-19, when 7,937,491 
total participants represented a drop of 
43,395 from the previous year

30
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There is no doubt people across the country see clear benefi ts to participating in recreational sports. NRPA 

surveyed 1,004 American adults to undertand what they consider before registering themselves or family 

members for a sports program. Schedule, location and cost are the three biggest considerations.  

COST IS #1 FACTOR FOR THOSE EARNING LESS THAN $50,000

TOP FACTORS 
CONSIDERED

WHEN REGISTERING 
FOR RECREATIONAL SPORTS

50%

SCHEDULING/TIME

43%

LOCATION

40%

COST

T O P  T H R E E  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S

Americans are busier than ever 

and fi nding time for sports can be 

a major challenge. 

Registering for an adult softball 

league that’s a bike ride from 

home isn’t a big deal, but a youth 

baseball program that requires 

travel to locations hours away 

can be a deal-breaker for many. 

The costs of organized sports can 

add up, especially for families 

with active parents and multiple 

kids, all of whom may have 

different interests. 

of households with incomes 

between $35,000 and $50,000 

indicate cost tops all other 

considerations

of households with incomes 

less than $35,000 indicate cost 

tops all other considerations

54% 44%
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Looking Back: June 2016

Canadian athletics, fi tness and rec facilities have been 
cleaning up in our annual Facilities of Merit™ awards 
— and this year is no diff erent, with three of our 10 
honorees hailing from the country. In 2016, we asked 
Carol Bélanger, the city architect for Edmonton, Alb., 
what makes Canadian architecture so unique. 

Revisiting past issues of Athletic Business

Check out our One on One  interview at
www.athleticbusiness.com/belanger616
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EDMONTON CITY ARCHITECT CAROL BÉLANGER

What makes Canadian 
architecture so cool?

As city architect in Edmonton, Alb., for the past seven years, Carol 

Bélanger has been integral in hiring the designers of some 20 recreation 

projects for a community that boasts dozens more — all during an era of 

modern architecture that has elevated Canada to something resembling 

gold-standard status. Of the past 40 projects to be named AB Facilities of 

Merit™, 18 are Canadian. “That’s crazy, considering we have 10 percent 

of the population base” as the United States, says Bélanger, who saw 

Edmonton’s Commonwealth Community Recreation Centre garner FOM 

recognition in 2013. Paul Steinbach asked Bélanger to explain why 

Canadian architecture is so cool.

Is there something in the water up there?
I don’t know. I’ve heard some things from a design perspective 
that are different between the States and Canada. Most of our 
buildings are public buildings and not so much beholding to a 
benefactor who then starts pulling the strings design-wise — 
“It has to be Jeffersonian,” or this or that.

Is the modern aesthetic limited to recreation facilities?
No, we approach everything with that in Edmonton. Even our 
garbage storage building at our recycling center is a modern 
design. We take the same high-level designs to all our public 
buildings — from transit centers to a publicly held zoo, fire 
stations, libraries. Everything.

Does the recreation dynamic inspire design creativity?
I think so, and what we’re finding is our rec centers are becoming 
more multi-use, and they’re truly becoming the heart of their 
communities. As an example, we have one with everything from a 
library to a rec center to a rehab of two existing rinks to a school, 
a multicultural center, synthetic turf and change rooms, parks — 
all different budgets put together. We definitely work at trying to 
make it a true integration, so they’re not separate. The children’s 
library overlooks the diving board, and the fitness area actually 
pokes into the library.

What will “state of the art” look like in 20 years?
I don’t know, but I do know there are exciting things 
happening currently. We have another $100 million rec center 
happening on the west end of our city. It’s a tighter sight, 
and we’re actually looking at using the roof as part of the 

landscape, so the building becomes less of an impediment 
on the site and more a part of the topography. I know in 
Edmonton there have been really strong policies put in 
place — age-friendly guidelines — so we’re trying to design 
facilities for all abilities. It’s not just about accessibility from 
a handicap perspective, but it’s recognizing that an older 
person might require benches at closer spacing, or maybe 
you put grab bars in a normal bathroom stall as opposed to 
just handicapped stalls, so facilities are more usable at all 
ages. And the other thing is we’re really trying to incorporate 
a lot of ideas from a winter-city strategies point of view.

Meaning what?
Meaning that there’s color to the buildings, there’s winter activity 
in them and involved with them. As an example, on The Meadows 
Community Recreation Centre and Edmonton Library (page 118) 
we did an outdoor skating area that leaves the building. You 
can change into your skates and skate outside, and there’s a 
cauldron out there so people can warm up. It’s on the south side 
of the building, so it’s warm, it’s inviting, and we’ve also put the 
chiller coils underneath the slab, so the ice stays very good. The 
Zamboni goes from the indoor rink to the outdoor rink. 

Are there certain things — colors, materials — that you 
consider must-haves in modern architecture?
The number-one thing, seriously, is who you hire. If you don’t hire 
the best designer for your project, you won’t get there. If it was 
just about the use of materials, bad designers can use glass, too, 
but it’s a good designer who can actually take that material and 
make it sing. Ω

Starting Lines: One on One 

[Photo by Adam Goudreau]

Read the full interview at www.athleticbusiness.com/belanger616
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The University of California, 
Davis announced that its 
football and women’s lacrosse 
stadium would henceforth 
be known as UC Davis Health 
Stadium. The naming rights 
agreement is part of an 
expanded 20-year partnership 
between the health system 
and UC Davis Athletics, which 
will also see UC Davis Health’s 
name grace the stadium’s 
press box, light pole banners 
and other areas. In addition 
to the naming rights deal, UC 
Davis Health will operate a 
sports medicine practice for 
both student-athletes and the 
general public inside of the 
forthcoming Student-Athlete 
Performance Center, which will 
begin construction next year.

The Mountain West 
Conference announced that 
the NCAA has granted the 
conference a waiver for its 
men’s and women’s basketball 
teams to use electronically 
transmitted data during 
games for coaching purposes. 
The data, collected by 
basketball analytics fi rm 
ShotTracker, will provide 
the conference’s coaches, 
student-athletes, media and 
fans with real-time statistics 
and game information. Each 
Mountain West arena and 
practice facility will have 
ShotTracker technology 
installed, and data will be 
generated by both sensors 
worn by players and enabled 
in basketballs. As part of the 
program, the conference will 
also participate in a study 
that aims to evaluate the 
viability of the technology on 
the sidelines.

STRIDE, the boutique fi tness 
concept that emphasizes 
treadmill-based interval 
training, announced that it 

would be seeking franchising 
partners. With one studio 
in Pasadena, Calif., and 
more in development in 
markets such as San Diego, 
Scottsdale, Ariz., and 
Jacksonville, Fla., the brand 
hopes to have 100 studios 
open within the next year.

A new sports betting 
partnership between FOX 
Sports and The Stars Group
launched last month in New 
Jersey. Dubbed FOX Bet, 
the partnership allows the 
state’s fans to place bets on 
live sports events, including 
football, baseball, hockey, 
golf, tennis, soccer and motor 
sports, as well as access 
content from FOX Sports, 
including scores, stats, odds 
and commentary. 

Technogym, the Offi  cial 
Fitness Equipment Supplier 
of seven Olympic Games 
dating back to Sydney 
2000, has outfi tted the 
new headquarters of the 
International Olympic 
Committee in Lausanne, 
Switzerland. The installation 
includes state-of-the-art 
cardio, strength and functional 
equipment for IOC employees.

TeamSnap has reached 
an agreement with the 
Northern California 
Volleyball Association
that will make TeamSnap’s 
club and team management 
solutions available to the 
organization. The NCVA 
is the governing body 
for more than 25,000 
volleyball players, coaches, 
administrators and 
volunteers across 1,400 
teams. TeamSnap will allow 
member clubs a platform for 
streamlining communication 
and payment collection. Ω

The Miami Dolphins partnered with Daktronics to 

install the longest LED ribbon display in professional 

sports at Hard Rock Stadium. The display, measuring 

2,105 feet in length, wraps around the entire seating area 

and incorporates existing displays on the four corners of 

the stadium. The upgrade comes as Hard Rock Stadium 

prepares to host this season’s Super Bowl.

Noteworthy
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S.R.Smith
The Velocity VR is the newest member of S.R.Smith’s 

Velocity starting block series, specifi cally designed to replace 

existing S.R.Smith Varsity blocks by fi tting into existing deck 

anchors. The Varsity block has been a standard at competitive 

pools for decades, and now aquatics facilities can upgrade 

without drilling into the deck and installing new anchors. Like 

all S.R.Smith Velocity starting blocks, the VR features a large, 

28-by-32-inch fi berglass footboard with a TrueTread™ non-slip 

surface. The footboard is also available with sand tread, which 

allows for custom colors and logos. The track start wedge 

is adjustable to fi ve positions, and easily tucks beneath the 

footboard to clear the surface for relay exchanges.
www.srsmith.com/startwithvelocity
(800) 824-4387

NEW AND
IMPROVED

Octane
The sleek new Octane R
rower accommodates 
beginners to elite athletes. 
Dual resistance via a fan and 
magnetic brake, along with 
10 resistance levels, provide 
a broad intensity range to 
boost stamina and drive 
all-out HIIT sessions such as 
the Max 14 Interval program 
or the Max Circuit routine. 
It’s simple to get into and 
out of the footplates with the 
patent-pending quick-release 
foot strap, and the large, 
padded seat with ergonomic 
contours adds comfort. The 
Octane R  is also equipped 
with a MultiGrip handlebar to 
engage diff erent muscles, and 
the oversized handlebar catch 
simplifi es grabbing and secure 
stowing of the handlebar. For 
motivation and feedback, 
the large, backlit LCD 
console features a dynamic 
calorie meter and real-time 
performance metrics so 
exercisers can track progress.
www.octanefi tness.com
(800) 726-9662
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Athlete Viewpoint
After three successful years in college athletics, 
Athlete Viewpoint is expanding to serve high 
school athletic departments with its custom-
designed student-athlete survey and parent/
family survey products. High school athletic 
directors are often incredibly understaff ed and 
lack relevant data to evaluate their coaches, 
staff  and team cultures, plan strategically, and 
mitigate risk. Athlete Viewpoint can gather the 
information athletic directors need to report 
eff ectively to school leadership and governing 
boards. Athlete Viewpoint will exhibit at the 
2019 NFHS/NIAAA National Athletic Directors 
Conference & Exhibit Show in December.  
athleteviewpoint.com
(814) 753-1275

Pentair
Pentair’s new Aurora 3800 single-stage end-suction commercial 
pump off ers capacities of up to 4200 GPM, making it ideal for 
waterparks. This quiet, smooth-running pump off ers a back pull-out 
design that simplifi es disassembly, and a power frame providing 
maximum interchangeability for fl exible coupled, horizontally 
mounted applications. A rear support foot simplifi es coupling 
alignment. The Aurora 3800 Series Commercial Pump is precision-cast 
with dynamically balanced enclosed impellers and is hydrostatically 
tested at the factory to guarantee casting and seal integrity.
www.pentair.com
(800) 831-7133

Inside Edge Safety Surfaces
Traditional aquatic play surfaces
are designed for durability but 
do not address the source of fall-
related injuries. Life Floor is the only 
product engineered exclusively for 
aquatic play areas by combining slip 
resistance with impact attenuation. 
Life Floor is impervious to water and 
chemicals, is UV resistant, and passes 
strict cleanability criteria to ensure a 
sanitized surface. Safety Surfaces is 
the only Preferred Installation Partner 
of Life Floor in North America and 
ensures that the fi nal installed solution 
meets performance and aesthetic 
expectations while providing the best 
available warranty.
www.safetysurfaces.com/ab
(651) 389-4253
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The success of the athletics, fi tness and recreation industries has always been the number -

one priority of Athletic Business. With this goal in mind, the 38th annual AB Show, Nov. 13-16 in 

Orlando, Fla., will bring together facility owners, program managers, architects and manufacturers 

spanning all three industries. Through educational sessions, show fl oor features and networking 

events, AB Show creates an immersive experience that will give attendees the tools they need to run 

effi  cient and eff ective facilities and programs. Here’s a glimpse of what AB Show attendees can look 

forward to at this year’s event:

PRECONFERENCE EVENTS
Preconference tours, workshops and the AB Golf 
Classic are a great way to kickstart your AB Show 
experience before the expo hall and educational 
sessions even open.

If you’re in the midst of or have an upcoming 
building or renovation project, attending a facility 
tour is a must. The fi rst tour will head to the Crosby 
Wellness Center, a newly renovated 30,000-square-
foot medically integrated fi tness facility that off ers 
a full range of health services for a seamless and 
comprehensive approach to health and wellbeing. 
The fi rst stop on the second tour option will take a 
look at Boombah Sports Complex, a 102-acre facility 
that includes 15 lighted, tournament-quality fi elds for 
softball, baseball, soccer, football and lacrosse, as 
well as three centrally located hospitality buildings 
and other amenities. The second stop will be Exploria 
Stadium, home to the MLS’s Orlando City Soccer Club 
and NWSL’s Orlando Pride. The stadium features 
North America’s only safe-standing supporters’ 
section and has a low, slanted roofl ine to amplify 

noise. Facility tours off er the perfect opportunity to 
get inspiration and ideas from some of the best new 
facilities in the surrounding area, and hear from the 
facility operators in the process.

Attending one of our four workshops will also start 
off  your conference experience on a strong note. With 
practical sessions on leadership, customer service 
and facility planning, along with a functional-aging 
certifi cation course, you’ll gain actionable insights 
from the experts in a longer, more in-depth session 
than our typical 60- to 75-minute programming.

Or, if you’re just looking for a day full of 
networking on a beautiful Orlando golf course, join us 
for AB Show’s Golf Classic at Rosen Shingle Creek Golf 
Course. Exhibitors and attendees alike are invited to 
test their mettle before the AB Show kicks off .

TWO EXCEPTIONAL KEYNOTES
We’re excited to off er not one, but two exceptional 
keynote speakers whose presentations are sure to 
inspire our attendees.

On the fi rst offi  cial day of AB Show, you’ll get to 

• HAPPENING NOW AT AB SHOW

2019

SEE HOW AB SHOW CAN HELP 
YOU SUCCEED 

By Kate Rampone

PREVIEW
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hear from coaching legend Lou Holtz in his “Game 
Plan for Success” keynote. He’ll share his advice and 
experience for overcoming seemingly impossible 
challenges by setting your own goals and working to 
achieve them.

On day two, Bonnie St. John, Paralympic ski 
medalist, Fortune 500 business consultant, Rhodes 
Scholar, former White House official and best-selling 
author will present her “Normal Is Overrated — Aim 
Higher!” keynote address. She’ll share insights on 
achieving excellence when the circumstances are less 
than ideal.

NEW AND RETURNING EVENTS
New this year to AB Show, you’ll have the chance to 
add on two Zumba® training sessions: Zumba Basic 1 
Instructor and STRONG by Zumba. You can register 
with Zumba at abshow.com/zumba. We’ll also be 
bringing back the JCC Association Meeting.

Last year, AB Show hosted the IHRSA Women’s 
Leadership Summit for the first time, and we’re 
excited to bring it back for another year. Faith and 
Fitness Magazine’s Redefined Conference will also be 
rejoining us.

We know that nothing rounds out a successful 
event quite like fun networking opportunities — so, 
as always, AB Show will be hosting the First-Timers’, 
Military, Welcome and Facilities of Merit® receptions. 
These events are a great chance to mingle with peers 
in a more casual setting.

EXCITING NEW SHOW FLOOR FEATURES
Our goal to offer a more robust trade show 
experience is evidenced by three new show floor 
features.

The Business Hub (Powered by the Fitness 
Business Podcast) will feature 20-minute best 
practice interviews hosted by Chantal Brodrick and 
Justin Tamsett. Topics will include group exercise 
training, equipment maintenance, financing, personal 
training sales, technology adoption and more.

The Tech Talks Pavilion will host technology and 
software companies. Exhibitors in this pavilion are 

invited to present 20-minute product demonstrations 
to attendees right on the show floor.

We’re also installing a pickleball court in 
conjunction with USAPA. You’ll have the opportunity 
to play or watch a game and see how pickleball 
programming can benefit your facility.

INDUSTRY-LEADING EVENT
No matter where you are in your athletics, fitness 
or recreation career, AB Show’s leading educational 
lineup, expansive expo hall and enticing networking 
events offer a comprehensive event experience that 
will give you the tools you need to be successful.

More than 125 sessions will provide you with 
actionable insights, unique solutions and new 
ideas you can implement right away. Our talented 
and engaging speakers will share tips, advice and 
best practices on everything from facility planning 
and operation to aquatics programming, and from 
customer service to marketing and social media — to 
name a few.

While at the only event that hosts athletics, 
fitness and recreation manufacturers all on one show 
floor, attendees will have access to a wide variety of 
exhibitors. The AB Show Expo is proud to host more 
than 250 architects and manufacturers offering 
everything from the daily operations essentials to 
the latest product and technology innovations to take 
your facility to the next level.

We say this often, but we’re firm believers that 
meeting the right people at the right time makes 
great things happen. That’s why we continue to offer 
networking events our attendees love. Whether 
you join us for drinks and dancing at the Welcome 
Reception or at the 2019 Facilities of Merit Reception 
honoring 10 of the best new and renovated facilities, 
you’re guaranteed to rub elbows with peers who can 
help you succeed.

AB Show 2019 (Nov. 13-16 in Orlando) will give you 
the chance to build your network, learn from industry 
experts and discover everything the industry has to 
offer. Learn more and register at abshow.com/mag. 
See you in Orlando! Ω
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Lou Holtz is an American football legend. He 

coached college football for 33 seasons — William and 

Mary (1969–1971), North Carolina State (1972–1975), 

Arkansas (1977–1983), Minnesota (1984–1985), Notre 

Dame (1986–1996), South Carolina (1999–2004) — 

racking up 234 victories along the way, which ranks 

28th among the 91 college coaches with 200 or more 

wins. AB executive editor Andy Berg caught up with 

Holtz ahead of his keynote engagement at AB Show 

2019 in Orlando to talk about the future of football and 

the impact the game has had on the storied coach’s life.

You’ve played football at the college level, coached 
football at both the college and pro levels, as well as 
commentated for national outlets. What do you love 
about the game? 
I think it’s the camaraderie. It’s the togetherness. It’s the 
hard work. The only friends you have in this world when 
things don’t go well are those you eat with, sleep with, bleed 
with, pray with and cry with. And what that comes down 
to is basically your teammates and your family. Much like 
the military, you have to count on one another. It’s not one 
individual. It’s a team sport. You learn about sacrifice. You 
learn about personal accountability. You’re responsible. 
You have a goal and your goal is to succeed. And everyone 
has a role, and you have to assume that role to the best of 
your ability, or you jeopardize the chances of the others to 
succeed. If you want to fail, you have the right to fail, but you 
do not have the right to cause other people to fail. It creates 
relationships that last forever. Matter of fact, last night I 
called a former teammate of mine at Kent State, who is 
suffering from cancer, and even after all these years you still 
reminisce about old times together. 
 
At the college level, do you think the NCAA is going to 
have to rethink its amateurism policies? 
I think it’s a Pandora’s box. I’ve always felt that one of the 
reasons that so many people today are proclaiming an athlete 
should receive money is because of the amount of money 
coaches make. My average salary for my 11 years at Notre 
Dame was $115,000. Now somebody makes $6 million or 
$7 million, and the athletes are saying, “I should be paid, 
too.” I’ve always been against an athlete being paid to play 
in college. In college, student-athletes get the opportunity to 
go to school on a scholarship, leave there with an education, 
hopefully, but they don’t leave there with a $150,000 debt 
to pay off. You have the finest facilities, the finest food, 

the finest video equipment, the finest weight workout 
equipment. You have to remember that all that money that 
comes in from football pays for the non-revenue sports. 
If you’re going to pay an athlete, does he get workman’s 
compensation if he’s injured? I just think if you want to work, 
go to work at Walmart or McDonalds or something like that. 
But if you go to college, you get an education, and that’s what 
it’s for. As far as making money off your talent and ability, 
that’s something that’s going to happen down the road, 
but I do understand that if a school’s making money off an 
individual’s pictures and things like that — maybe they should 
stop the universities from doing that.

Are you optimistic about the future of the game given 
the dip in participation numbers at the youth level and 
some of the safety concerns that have come to light? 
The safety concerns are because people use their head as a 
weapon. When I started playing, you didn’t even have a face 
mask, and you never hit with your head. Now they use it as a 
weapon. Why don’t they have head injuries in rugby? Rugby’s 
the same as football and just as physical, but they don’t have 
a helmet, and because of that, they don’t use their head. I 
think there’s always an innate desire of a young man of a 
certain age to just want to have contact. They wrestle, they 
run, they jump — it’s just part of it. When football is coached 
the right way, I’ve seen it change so many people’s lives.  Ω

Check out the whole audio interview on The Athletic Business Podcast, or online at www.athleticbusiness.com/LouHoltz

AB KEYNOTER AND LEGEND LOU HOLTZ 
REFLECTS ON A LIFE IN FOOTBALL

Q&A WITH KEYNOTE SPEAKER LOU HOLTZ

2019





Voices
Insights and opinions you can fi nd only in Athletic Business 

Legal Action  

By Paul Anderson

Larry Nassar began to work with gymnasts in 1988 and became the national medical 

coordinator for USA Gymnastics 1996, the same year he arrived as a team physician at 

Michigan State University.
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Paul Anderson 

(paul.anderson@

marquette.edu) 

is director of 

the Sports Law 

Program and 

National Sports 

Law Institute 

at Marquette 

University Law 

School.

HOW BEST TO CURB CAMPUS

By 1998, MSU student-athletes began to complain 
about his behavior, which involved inappropriate 
sexual contact under the guise of examination 
and therapy, but the university failed to take any 
action. From 2011 to 2015, the U.S. Department 
of Education’s Offi  ce for Civil Rights reviewed the 
university’s procedures, and Nassar entered into a 
resolution agreement with Michigan State.

But Nassar’s behavior continued.
It wasn’t until 2016 that extensive reporting by 

The Indianapolis Star exposed Nassar, as well as 
the failure  of Michigan State, USA Gymnastics and 
the United States Olympic Committee to stop him.

Michigan State eventually settled with 332 
victims for $500 million dollars, while not 
agreeing to any signifi cant institutional reforms. 
Although the settlement is staggering, it is 
perhaps not surprising that the university did not 
know how to handle this situation properly. The 
standard for what universities must do to avoid 
liability for sexual harassment under Title IX is 
relatively new, confusing, and about to change.

Scandals rampant
Claims for sexual harassment in education were 
fi rst recognized in 1980 (Alexander v. Yale, 
631 F.2d 178, 2nd Cir. 1980). However, claims 
in university athletic programs did not happen 
until the 1990s, and the Supreme Court did not 
allow student claims related to teacher or coach 
sexual harassment until 1998 (Gebser v Lago 
Vista Indep. Sch. Dist., 524 U.S. 274, 1998).

A year earlier, in 1997, OCR had published 
its fi rst Sexual Harassment Guidance, which 
was republished with modifi cations in 2001 as 
Revised Guidance. In situations where a coach 
or employee conditioned participation on 
submission to sexual advances, the university will 
always be liable. More common are situations 
in which the sexual conduct creates a hostile 
environment, basically creating a climate where 
the student-athlete’s ability to perform as both a 
student and athlete suff ers.

Schools are left to determine how to deal 
with these situations, but the Guidance made 
clear that schools must have well-publicized 
grievance procedures, and once a responsible 
employee (virtually any employee) knows or 
reasonably should know about the harassment, 
the school may be liable unless it takes 
immediate and eff ective corrective action.

In 2006, realizing that schools still did 
not seem to know what to do when sexual 
harassment claims came forward, OCR 
published a Sexual Harassment Letter
reminding schools of their responsibility to take 
immediate and eff ective steps to end harassing 
situations and prevent their recurrence. This 
need to consistently remind schools of their 
responsibilities has only become more frequent 
in recent years.

By the 2010s, before the Larry Nassar 
scandal came to light, sexual harassment 
scandals were seemingly rampant within college 
athletics. Schools aff ected included Baylor, 
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Minnesota, North Carolina and Florida 
State. In 2014, a White House report 
found that 20 percent of women are 
sexually assaulted while in college, but 
only 12 percent of those victims report 
the incident to law enforcement. Senator 
Claire McCaskill’s 2014 Sexual Violence 
on Campus report found that 20 percent 
of the schools studied did not train their 
faculty and staff  — and 30 percent did 
not train their students — on how to 
respond to these situations.

Perhaps as a result of the continuing 
prevalence of sexual assault, coupled 
with a high level of underreporting, 
OCR published three more guidance 
documents.

The controversial 2011 Sexual Violence 
Letter began by repeating that 20 
percent of collegiate women are victims 
of attempted or actual sexual assault. 
It also reiterated that a university must 
take immediate action when it knows 
or reasonably should know that one 
of its students has been subjected to a 
hostile environment created by sexual 
harassment.

Two years later, OCR followed up 
with The Blueprint document on how to 
act when faced with these situations, 
making clear that a university should 
not wait for law enforcement, as its 
responsibilities under Title IX are 
separate from criminal law.

Finally, in 2014, perhaps showing 
its frustration that sexual abuse 
continued to proliferate on college 
campuses, OCR released Questions & 
Answers on Title IX and Sexual Violence, 
reiterating that students could fi le 
both criminal complaints and internal 
grievances, that universities should 
conduct investigations regardless of the 
criminal process, and that universities 
should adopt a “preponderance of the 
evidence” standard when reviewing 
sexual harassment complaints.

Higher hurdle for victims 
Meanwhile, two other developments 
started to change the discussion on 

Given that universities have repeatedly proven that they do not 
know how to handle sexual harassment complaints, relying on 
procedural steps gives many universities protection that they have 
never had before.
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sexual harassment. The first came to light most 
clearly in 2006, when several Duke University 
lacrosse players were accused of rape. The university 
acted quickly to suspend them, and criminal 
authorities rushed to punish them. However, they 
were eventually found to be innocent.

For many, this narrative added to what some 
call the “rape myth,” an assumption that many 
allegations of sexual misconduct are either actual 
consensual conduct, or false stories by alleged 
victims. The belief in this myth has presumably led to 
the extensive underreporting of sexual harassment 
incidents, as many young women do not want to face 
any accusations that they consented to harassing 
conduct, and do not trust that universities and law 
enforcement will adequately assist them.

At the same time, organizations such as the 
American Bar Association and the American College 
of Trial Lawyers criticized university processes for not 
providing proper due process protections to those 
accused of sexual harassment. They also criticized 
OCR’s promotion of the preponderance-of-the-
evidence standard, leading many universities to side 
with victims if the evidence found is more likely than 
not in the victim’s favor.

By September 2017, OCR withdrew the 2011 and 
2014 guidance documents because both “led to 
the depravation of rights for many students — both 
accused students denied fair process and victims 
denied an adequate resolution…” In a separate 
Q&A that year, OCR made clear that the immediacy 
demanded in past guidance was no longer a priority 
and that it would not set a fixed time frame for these 
types of investigations.

Although OCR pointed back to the 2001 and 
2006 guidance, it did not mention any of the other 
documents published in intervening years. In 
addition, its initial focus on a “fair process” echoed 
the concerns brought by the ABA and other groups, 
and assumptions that male students accused of 
harassment were not being treated fairly.

In November 2018, OCR proposed new 
regulations — the first major proposed regulations 
related to Title IX in more than 40 years — that 
would set the new standard for how universities are 
to respond to complaints of sexual harassment. The 
new regulations would change the definition of a 
responsible employee who must address incidents 
of sexual harassment to only those on campus 
who have “the authority to institute corrective 
measures,” presumably then only those designated 
as Title IX Coordinators or in similar job titles.

This is a change from the 2001 Revised Guidance 
that made clear it counted virtually any employee 
as a responsible employee. In addition, the 
regulations also provide specific procedures that, 
if followed, would provide universities with a safe 
harbor from OCR scrutiny. Given that universities 
have repeatedly proven that they do not know how 
to handle sexual harassment complaints, relying on 
procedural steps in this way gives many universities 
protection that they have never had before.

Finally, although allowing universities to use a 
preponderance-of-the-evidence standard in their 
review of complaints, OCR has now conditioned use of 
that standard, seemingly encouraging universities to 

use the “clear and convincing” standard, a much higher 
hurdle for victims of sexual harassment and assault.

Fair process, reliable outcomes
All the guidance documents provided by OCR from 
1997 until 2014 focused on recognizing the continuing 
incidence of sexual misconduct on college campuses 
and finding ways to correct the problem. The new 
regulations instead focus on providing a “fair process” 
and “reliable outcomes.”

In one sense this is not surprising, as the 2001 
Revised Guidance instructed schools to honor 
the due process rights of the accused during any 
investigations.

In addition, just before releasing the proposed 
regulations, a federal appellate court made clear 
that students accused of sexual misconduct must be 
given full due process rights. In this case a university 
internal board agreed with an alleged female victim 
of sexual abuse, without providing the accused with a 
chance to be heard. The court found that the accused 
student’s rights had been violated because he had 
a “substantial interest” in being able to provide his 
account, and it “would have cost the university very 
little” to provide him with a chance to be heard (Doe v. 
Baum, 903 F.3d 575, 6th Cir. 2018).

The proposed regulations take this even 
further, including a section providing for further 
“Constitutional protections” — for example, 
universities cannot restrict Due Process and First 
Amendment rights, and “any other rights guaranteed 
against government action by the U.S. Constitution.” 
This is particularly troubling, as OCR has never been 
charged with enforcing the Constitution. Instead, it 
has the authority to enforce Title IX as provided in 
the law itself. It remains to be seen how schools will 
try to manage Constitutional protections within these 
investigations. Adding further confusion to this, in 
August the United States Court of Appeals for the First 
Circuit disagreed with the Sixth Circuit court, finding 
that due process protections do not mandate that 
someone accused of sexual harassment has the right 
to cross examine the alleged victim (Haidak v. Univ. 
of Massachusetts-Amherst, 2019 WL 3561802, 1st Cir. 
2019). Whether the Supreme Court will review this 
circuit split remains to be seen.

As of this past June, the proposed regulations 
had received more than 124,000 comments — the 
majority negative. What will happen next is unclear. 
The schedule provided with the proposed regulations 
called for the publication of final regulations this fall.

One can only wonder what the impact will be. 
While schools could have a new safe harbor in place, 
they also could have to find a way to develop more 
adversarial processes to deal with sexual harassment 
complaints to ensure that both parties are heard.

Due to distrust of the processes in place and fear 
of reprisal from their abusers, victims already show 
hesitation to report. This new, more adversarial 
system seems destined to cause even further 
declines in reporting. If this occurs, the problem 
of sexual harassment on college campuses will 
continue, and those victimized will continue to avoid 
telling their university’s administrators — who they 
believe will not help them anyway. Ω
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The Owners Club
An inside look at fi tness facility management

My name is Chris Stevenson, and I am addicted to the fi tness industry.

Chris Stevenson 

(chris@stevenson 

fi tness.com)

is owner and 

founder of 

Stevenson Fitness 

in Oak Park, Calif.

By Chris Stevenson

A learning experience, this 
fi tness addiction

I’ve been in the industry for more than 20 years and 
have pretty much done it all. I’ve taught group exercise 
classes. I’ve trained people. I’ve sold memberships. I 
opened a small personal training studio in 2003. It was 
a simple model. We sold 10 and 20 packs of training 
sessions. That was it.

After years of running a successful training 
business, I decided to take the jump and open a 
full-service health club. Located in Oak Park, Calif., 
Stevenson Fitness is on the smaller side, just under 
8,000 square feet, although we off er most of the same 
amenities as full-service health clubs. While we don’t 
have a pool, or courts for tennis or basketball, we do 
off er general memberships, group X, personal and 
small group training, towel service and locker rooms.

Throughout this journey, I’ve been able to celebrate 
many successes. I’ve also made plenty of mistakes that 
have allowed me to learn even more. My extensive 
experience has led me to present at events all over the 

world — including at AB Show. It has been a wonderful 
rollercoaster of a journey, and I love it. Did I mention 
I’m addicted?

Smaller, more expensive
There has been so much change in our industry over 
the years. When I use the word industry, I am referring 
to those of us who support people getting and staying 
healthy. Anything that helps people lose weight, get 
stronger and improve their health is part of the fi tness 
industry. For a long time, the fi tness industry was 
mostly traditional health clubs. These clubs tended to 
be fairly large and full of equipment. Some were nicer 
than others, but overall they were similar. Value was 
driven primarily through size and amenities.

Then we saw the advent of the studio market. 
Bigger and better no longer drove value — service 
and experience did.
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Now, studios are smaller, tend to off er only one 
exercise format, and often cost three to four times 
more than a traditional club. It is crazy when you step 
back and think about it. Smaller studios with one 
format often charge more than traditional clubs with 
more equipment and amenities. This doesn’t make 
sense. What we now know is that consumers are 
willing to pay a lot more for something that they feel is 
a better and more personal experience.

Most recently we had the low-cost revolution. 
These types of clubs range in size and amenities, 
but have one thing in common: low monthly dues. 
While they may not have some of the perks or levels 
of service of the other players, the low-cost model is 
appealing to many consumers, especially those who 
are new to the gym experience.

In-home and outdoors
Industry changes did not stop with brick-and-
mortar locations. Exercise videos fi rst hit the 

market decades ago, allowing people to work out at 
home. VHS tapes turned into DVDs. DVDs became 
streaming videos. Regardless of the medium, these 
represent convenient options for people.

Once smart phones became commonplace, apps 
started to appear. There are hundreds of fi tness-
related apps that can track your run, monitor your 
nutrition, lead your workouts — and so much more. 
These apps are often inexpensive or even free.

Now, in-home fi tness options such as Peloton 
and Mirror are becoming increasingly popular. 
Wearable fi tness technology is commonplace. Many 
people have Apple Watches, Fitbits or some other 
sort of activity tracker. Technology is evolving at a 
rapid pace, and there is no stopping it.

In addition, we have also seen the popularity 
of outdoor fi tness activities increase. Nature 
has always been a fi tness option. People walk, 
hike, jog, run, bike and swim outdoors. However, 
communities are now putting fi tness trails 
complete with exercise stations in public parks. 

Look at your club experience from your members’ point of view. 
Study the customer journey and fi gure out strategies that make 
every touch point they have with you as convenient, simple and 
pleasant as possible.
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Adventure races such as Spartan Races and Tough 
Mudders are incredibly popular.  

A consumer’s dream
The number of diverse fitness options is 
unbelievable. Consumers can get fitness where they 
want it, when they want it and the way they want it. 
They can choose to spend hundreds of dollars or get 
it for free. This is a fitness consumer’s dream.

The downside is that all of these diverse options 
have created the most competitive environment that 
we have ever witnessed in the fitness industry. It has 
never been harder to attract new members and retain 
current ones. This leads us to the ultimate question. 
How do clubs survive in such an environment?

The key to succeeding in this crazy and tough 
environment is to create an unparalleled member 
experience. When consumers have so many options, 
they don’t have to come to you. It is your job to 
make them want to come to you. People want to go 
places where they are getting the best experience. 
This experience is created by doing two things: 
finding ways to surprise and delight clients, and 
offering a product that efficiently and effectively 
meets their needs.

Is it easy to join your club? Is it easy to book 
sessions? Do members have easy access to 
equipment? These are the questions you need to ask 
yourself to find out if your product efficiently and 
effectively meets members’ needs. Put yourself in 
your customers’ shoes. Look at your club experience 
from your members’ point of view. Study the 
customer journey and figure out strategies that make 
every touch point they have with you as convenient, 
simple and pleasant as possible.

At the same time, you want members to say, “I 
can’t believe my gym did that" — in a good way. We 
have all heard horror stories about bad experiences 
people have had at gyms. Your goal should be to 
have people so surprised and delighted by their 
experience at your gym that they truly can’t believe 
it. You do this by systemizing customer service. 
Continually challenge yourself and your staff to 
come up with creative ways to wow your members. 
Checking them in when you see them approaching 
so they don’t have to scan their card, sending them 
a handwritten note for any reason, or gifting them 
a onesie when they have a baby are all examples of 
easy, inexpensive ways to really wow members.  

Through day-to-day convenience and the 
occasional surprise, you create an experience that 
consumers can’t resist.

The industry has changed dramatically, and it is 
going to continue evolving. We will see new types 
of competition entering the market at a rapid pace. 
This no doubt will continue to challenge fitness 
facility owners and operators, but when you invest 
time and energy into creating an unparalleled 
experience, you give yourself a huge competitive 
advantage. A great experience drives people into 
your facility, where you empower them to live 
happier and healthier lives. As a business owner, 
there is nothing more addicting than that. Ω
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Kelley Gonzales 

is manager of 

education and 

Justin Kurland 

is manager of 

interscholastic 

sports safety and 

security for NCS4 

at The University 

of Southern 

Mississippi.

Safety & Security

NCS4 takes risk management 
training online 

Long before a new school year begins, student safety and security are top concerns for those 
responsible for planning student events and activities. Approximately 60 percent of students throughout 
U.S. public and private high schools participate in some type of after-school activity, such as a student 
club/organization or interscholastic athletics. 

By Kelley Gonzales and Justin Kurland

In 2017, the National Interscholastic Athletic 
Administrators Association reported that there 
are more than 7.5 million high school athletics 
participants in the United States and an additional 
300 million spectators who attend high school 
events during the year. Collectively, those numbers 
exceed the annual attendance at collegiate and 
professional venues.

Changing with society
In the past, training for school personnel in the 
areas of safety and security planning focused on 
activities taking place during regular school hours. 

In an eff ort to assist today’s administrators, faculty 
and staff , the National Center for Spectator Sports 
Safety and Security at the University of Southern 
Mississippi — in conjunction with the U.S. Department 
of Homeland Security, the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency, and Texas A&M Engineering 
Extension Service’s National Emergency Response 
and Recovery Training Center (TEEX/NERRTC) — 
developed an online training course focused on after-
school activities and interscholastic athletics events. 

“We are living in a society today that is very 
diff erent than in previous years,” says NCS4
director Lou Marciani. “Administrators, teachers, 
parents and even students are now concerned with 



NCS4
Highlights:  

• The next Interscholastic 

Athletics and After School 

Safety and Security Summit will 

take place Feb. 4-6, 2020, in 

McKinney, Texas. 

• In an eff ort to further 

promote awareness of the Risk 

Management for After School 

Activities and Interscholastic 

Athletics course, as well as the 

need for education on safety 

and security in this area more 

generally, NCS4 has partnered 

with the National Federation of 

State High School Associations 

to cohost the inaugural National 

Interscholastic Athletics and 

After School Activities Safety 

and Security Conference in 

2020, which will be held in 

Indianapolis.
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the evolving threats presented outside 
of regular school hours, such as at their 
games, events and meetings.” 

The Risk Management for After 
School Activities and Interscholastic 
Athletics online course includes 
interactive learning modules that allow 
participants to become familiar with 
safety and security concepts, while also 
developing an increased awareness and 
understanding of planning, mitigating 
and responding to incidents that may 
occur outside of regular school hours. 
The online course is composed of 
seven modules with topics including 
an introduction to risk management, 
management and communication 
framework, risk assessment, planning 
and mitigation, complexities of 
event management, professional 
development, and risk management 
program resources. 

The course represents the fi rst 
course delivery to support the School 
Safety Initiative, whose goal is to ensure 
a comprehensive and coordinated 
approach to school safety, as well as 
interscholastic athletics and after-
school safety and security programs.

Risk Management for After School 
Activities and Interscholastic Athletics 
course participants will include 
athletic directors, school resource 
offi  cers, public safety professionals, 
facility/operations managers, 
emergency managers/planners, school 
administrators and school district 
administrators. Faculty, staff  and school 
club advisors will also benefi t from the 
training. Moreover, while this course 
was primarily developed to focus on 
high schools, schools at all levels can 
fi nd value in the content and should be 
open to taking the course.

There is no cost and no prerequisites. 
In fact, no existing knowledge of safety 
and security concepts is necessary for 
participants taking the online course. 
The course is also compliant with the 
Americans with Disabilities Act, enabling 
participants to listen via a screen-
reader, tab through course content, and 
complete alternative activities. Upon 
successful completion of the course, 

participants will be awarded a certifi cate 
along with continuing education units 
from TEEX/NERRTC.

Reinforcing and formalizing
Jeff rey Sullivan, director of Systemwide 
Athletics in Montgomery County (Md.) 
Public Schools, recently completed the 
online course. “The course is extremely 
well done and organized,” Sullivan says. 
“The course was especially informative 
for someone like me — an athletics 
administrator who is responsible for 
safety and security after school, but 
who has not received formal training 
on the terminology and concepts 
surrounding risk management and 
emergency preparedness. The course 
reinforced and formalized some of the 
practices that we currently implement 
in Maryland County Public Schools and 
helped to identify some areas of growth 
for us moving forward.”

Since 2015, NCS4 has hosted an 
annual National Interscholastic Athletics 
and After School Activities Safety and 
Security Summit where experts from 
event management, facilities operations, 
law enforcement, emergency 
management, fi re, emergency medical 
services, technology fi rms and public 
safety agencies gather in an eff ort to 
produce a Best Practices Guide for 
Interscholastic Athletics Safety and 
Security. This guide forms the backbone 
of the new online training course and 
its production is done annually with the 
intention of keeping those responsible 
for the safety and security of students, 
participants and event attendees as 
informed as possible. 

Importantly, the guide — like the 
new course — is driven by a diverse 
group of subject matter experts, who 
are synthesizing evidence gleaned from 
ongoing research eff orts at NCS4. That 
research aims to solidify current best 
practices, develop new measures to 
assist in prevention eff orts, and better 
prepare for potential problems should 
they arise. Existing best practices are 
amended when changes are deemed 
appropriate. Ω
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By Michael Popke

Marc Loomer wouldn’t trade what he does for anything. 

“I’ve got the best job in my company,” says the 

national sales manager for the campus recreation 

division at Matrix Fitness. “I’ve been in the fi tness 

business since 1989, and I’ve called on other markets, 

but there are no people like campus rec people. 

I’ve made countless connections that turned into 

friendships as a result of working in campus rec.” 

He’s not alone among professionals working in 

multiple segments of the fi tness, recreation and 

athletics industry who recognize campus recreation’s 

distinct identity. 

“Most campus recreation professionals know 

they’re leaving a legacy that will last for decades, 

and they take that commitment very seriously,” says 

Colleen McKenna, a principal at CannonDesign, a 

fi rm behind many facilities on college and university 

campuses across the country. “Campus recreation 

people also are tireless in terms of their commitment 

to students and the campus as a whole. They work 

extraordinary hours and do extraordinary things.” 

Matrix Fitness and CannonDesign are NIRSA 

associate members and thus have access to key 

campus recreation decision-makers and infl uencers — 

a vantage point that Rich Gray, executive vice president 

of sports fl ooring manufacturer PLAE (another NIRSA 

associate member) claims is invaluable. All three 

companies lean into the campus rec market by also 
supporting NIRSA as corporate partners. 

“Campus recreation provides tremendous 
opportunities for young people, enhancing overall 
wellbeing and providing valuable work experience,” 
Gray says, adding that becoming a major sponsor of 
social events at NIRSA’s Annual Conference + Campus 
Rec & Wellness Expo was a top priority when he joined 
PLAE in 2013. “It also represents a massive unit of 
business for practically every company out there.” 

As campus recreation professionals settle in for 
another academic year, Athletic Business checked in 
with Loomer, McKenna and Gray to gather insights 
about an important segment of their business. 

What makes campus recreation unique? 
“Every campus is diff erent, obviously — not only 
in size and scale but also in personality,” McKenna 
says. “I’m always inspired by how vastly diff erent 
every single project is.”

Indeed, most municipalities and health club 
owners don’t invest as much into recreational 
facilities as colleges and universities do. But college 
recreation decision-makers realize that providing a 
welcoming and diverse place for students might be 
the fi nal opportunity to introduce young people to 

NIRSA | Rec Center

For more information about NIRSA: Leaders in Collegiate Recreation visit www.nirsa.org

What makes campus 
recreation diff erent? 

Rec Center
is a regular 

feature that 

highlights topics 

and issues 

unique to college 

recreation. It 

is produced 

by Athletic 

Business in 

cooperation with 

valued partner 

NIRSA: Leaders 

in Collegiate 

Recreation. 

[Photo of the University of California, Riverside Student Recreation Center by Bill Timmerman, courtesy of CannonDesign]
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an active lifestyle and sound wellness practices.
“College is a time of reinvention, and a campus 

rec center is a perfect opportunity to branch out,” 
Loomer says. “Hesitant students stepping into their 
rec center need an inviting space, or they may 
be discouraged from exploring an active lifestyle 
moving forward.”

No wonder campus recreation professionals are 
so invested in their work. And once they enter the 
industry, many don’t leave. Annual job turnover is 
much lower than in, say, college athletics. 

Says Loomer, “They are there to promote overall 
wellbeing during a formative time for students, 
driven by passion rather than profit.” 

How have campus recreation centers 
evolved over the years?
From the increasing number of power racks available 
to the amount of space dedicated to functional 
training and CrossFit activities to the establishment 
of napping pods, campus recreation centers today 
look nothing like they did back in the late 1980s at 
the start of the facility building boom. 

“No other facilities are doing all that,” Loomer 
says. “Architects today excel at making the facilities 
the focal point of campus. When I entered the 
campus recreation segment 13 years ago, the rec 
center might not have even been a stop on tours for 
prospective students.” 

“Those early recreation centers were trying to 
maximize every square foot of space, cramming 
in as much equipment as possible and keeping 
corridors tiny,” McKenna says. “Every space was 
programmed, and the mindset was, ‘Go there, 
exercise and leave.’ Now there are many more 
intentionally unprogrammed spaces.”

Gathering areas large and small encourage 
socializing, studying and post-workout 
decompressing, and they have led to enhanced 
design approaches. 

Take the University of California, Riverside’s 
Student Recreation Center, which CannonDesign 
originally drew up in the early 1990s. When 
CannonDesign took on the facility’s 80,000-square-
foot expansion in 2017, the new space included 
several open areas and unprogrammed spaces, 
while also allowing for enhanced collaboration 
across open recreation, intramurals, student health 
services, counseling, housing, dining and other 
student resources. 

What’s your design advice for both existing 
and new campus recreation spaces? 
Two major mistakes commonly occur when 
planning new or expanded spaces, NIRSA associate 
members say. One, facility operators don’t do 
their research and end up outfitting spaces with 
equipment that doesn’t match the spaces’ needs. 

For example, Gray sees the incorrect application 
of PLAE surfaces in training areas more often than 
he’d like, and he blames failure to consult with 

design and equipment professionals. 
That points to a second mistake, which is how 

often campus-wide steering committees made up 
of representatives from various entities — such as 
recreation, facilities, athletics and administration — 
are not on the same page when it comes to consensus 
about a recreation facility’s mission and objectives. 

“I’m always encouraging clients to do their 
homework prior to engaging a firm — and even prior 
to issuing an RFP,” McKenna says. Benchmarking 
tools like NIRSA’s Institutional Data Set can really help 
prepare campus rec professionals for the early phases 
of a project. “Sometimes, it’s much more powerful if 
those conversations happen without us, because it 
gives people the ability to speak freely with each other. 
It’s so much easier to talk about priorities objectively 
when you’re not in the middle of the design process.”

And facility operators shouldn’t be afraid to 
extend their thinking beyond the facility’s walls. 
“Those who might not be able to expand their 
building are doing the next best thing,” Gray says, 
“and taking their training outdoors.” 

What emerging trends in campus 
recreation have crossover potential?
While facility operators in other sectors are 
less open to exchanging ideas because of the 
competitive environment in which they exist, 
campus recreation professionals operate within a 
tight-knit community and enjoy sharing with and 
learning from one another.

“I think campus recreation can be the leader in a 
lot of things,” Loomer says, pointing specifically to 
the way campus rec professionals are working with 
other departments on campus to help students who 
are struggling with their mental health by offering 
an increasing number of wellbeing opportunities. 
“It would be great if more high schools could do 
that,” he says, suggesting school districts consider 
encouraging school psychologists to incorporate 
using the weight room or other forms of physical 
activity when making recommendations for 
students seeking assistance. 

Gray, meanwhile, likens campus recreation 
programming to that of Morale, Welfare and 
Recreation departments on military bases. Both 
segments serve a diverse and designated community 
whose members are confined by spatial means.  

“The only major difference is that the age range 
is more limited in campus rec,” Gray says. “To me, 
there could be massive value in those two groups 
sharing information.”

AB Show is a good place to start, he adds, 
because the event encourages crossover 
networking. He also suggests that campus 
recreation leaders with facilities located near a 
military base reach out to local MWR officials about 
potentially partnering in some way. 

“Recreation facilities, just like athletic facilities, are 
recruiting tools,” Gray concludes. “The more you adopt 
and change and make improvements, the more you 
positively affect your student population.” Ω
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C
anada’s knack for producing
Facilities of Merit® is well established. 

Our neighbors to the north have 

garnered 48 of a possible 140 awards 

since 2006 (35 by Ontario projects alone), 

with 2019 representing another banner year 

for the country (three wins for Canada) and 

the province (two for Ontario).

In the eyes of 2019 judges, however, Chicago 

is their kind of town. Never before has one 

U.S. greater metropolitan area been home to 

as many Facilities of Merit in a single judging 

cycle. Houston produced a pair in 2011, and 

returns to the winners’ circle this year. The 

last city of any stripe to claim three awards in 

one year was Toronto (go fi gure) in 2015.

The 2019 FoM fi eld — which spans 

community centers, private school training 

facilities, a major events arena and a high-end 

health club — truly represents the state of 

the art in terms of design innovation, visual 

appeal and enhanced user experience.

Facilities of Merit winners were selected 

in July by a panel of seven architects at the 

conclusion of two days of deliberations at AB 

Media headquarters in Madison, Wis. Next 

month, the architects, consultants and facility 

owners behind each winning project will be 

honored during a reception Nov. 15 at AB 

Show 2019 in Orlando. 

Thanks to all 54 entrants for helping ensure 

the program’s high level of competition, and 

congratulations to the 2019 Facilities of Merit.
— The Editors

Discover more about this year’s Facilities of Merit® and all projects entered 
in the 2019 Architectural Showcase: athleticbusiness.com/showcase
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2019
Judges

The Criteria
Facilities of Merit entries are evaluated according 

to several criteria, including:

FUNCTIONAL PLANNING:
Functional relationships, zoning, control points, 
plan effi  ciency, building entry, circulation/traffi  c 
fl ow, use of space.

DESIGN:
Interior fi nishes, detailing and color schemes; use of 
natural and artifi cial lighting; building materials; 
mechanical systems. Where applicable, integration 
of the design with the surrounding area or buildings; 
exterior fi nishes, images and color schemes; building 
materials; solutions to massing problems.

SITE:
Solutions to site constraints or other problems 
encountered; integration with existing natural 
elements.

COST:
Funding or cost-saving measures utilized; innovative 
capital and operations fi nancing and funding 
strategies employed; energy conservation measures 
used; cost of construction for value received.

[Photos by Nicole Bell]
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UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON-CLEAR LAKE 
RECREATION AND WELLNESS CENTER

HOUSTON, TEXAS

ARCHITECT OF RECORD:
SmithGroup | Dallas, Texas

ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT: 
Harrison Kornberg Architects | 

Houston, Texas

COST: $29.6 million

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 80,000

MAJOR FACILITY COMPONENTS:
gymnasium, elevated jogging track, 

group exercise studios, biomechanics 

and physiology labs, pass-through lobby

SUPPLIERS:
Technogym — cardiovascular equipment

R
ecreation centers carry more importance on college campuses today than 

ever, and none more so than the University of Houston-Clear Lake’s Recreation 

and Wellness Center. Conceived to help cement the school’s new status as a 

four-year institution, the building also became the new home of the Department of 

Exercise & Health Sciences.

The center’s synergistic academic and recreational functions are joined by a 

voluminous pass-through lobby, allowing students to learn about exercise physiology 

in one building wing and put that knowledge to use in another. Despite the hard work 

taking place within, judges praised the building for its “playful” design in terms of 

color and shape.

“The project uses a rich palette of materials that give it a distinct Texas 

feel,” off ered one panelist. “The interior spaces, while purposeful, use dramatic 

punctuations of color to help guide and enliven the user experience.”

Judges’ Comments:

“The combination of the ins and outs of the facades and the program behind it 

creates a dynamic, changing and playful experience.” — Andrew Kelly

“The design’s strong cantilevered hood forms and extending wings create dramatic 

spaces that draw users into and through the center.” — Mark Williams

“Playful use of color pops on the exterior and interior bring great energy to the 

project.” — Nathan Harris

[Photos by Bill Timmerman Photography]
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OSHKOSH COMMUNITY YMCA 
RENOVATION AND ADDITION

OSHKOSH, WIS.

ARCHITECT OF RECORD:
Kahler Slater | Milwaukee, Wis.

AQUATIC ENGINEER:
Water Technology Inc. | Beaver Dam, Wis.

COST: $15.8 million

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 79,600

MAJOR FACILITY COMPONENTS:
gymnasium, indoor pool, kids center 

and childcare classrooms, teen center, 

community multipurpose rooms, group 

exercise and yoga studios, wellness 

center, teaching kitchen

SUPPLIERS:
Extractor Copr./SUITEMATE — swimsuit extractors

Life Fitness — cardiovascular equipment

Mondo — track

B
reathing new life into a tired facility is both challenging and rewarding, 

as evidenced by the Oshkosh Community YMCA’s renovation and addition. 

Judges rewarded the 50-year-old facility’s redesign for introducing many of 

today’s high-in-demand amenities — from family locker rooms and a teen center to 

a hot yoga studio and a teaching kitchen .

In addition, a family pool was added, and the gymnasium was updated, all on 

a modest budget. A double-height spine connects all major facility components, 

while stacked rectangular elements are expertly arranged on the building exterior, 

which aff ords abundant views to activity within.

“Great example of holistically transforming of an existing facility into a 

completely new volume,” noted one judge. “The design team maximized the design 

under signifi cant constraints.”

Judges’ Comments:

“The highly effi  cient plan creates a visually striking form that changes as you move 

around the exterior.” — Andrew Kelly

“The project’s thoughtful response to phased renovation helped preserve this 

community asset. The exterior design solution creates a new, modern facility 

replacing its aged and tired predecessor.” — Jon Niemuth

“Fantastic addition and use of site constraints. Connection to the park is a great 

asset. Well-done transitions from old to new.” — Nathan Harris

[Photos courtesy of Kahler Slater]
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[Photos by James Steinkamp Photography]
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RYAN FIELDHOUSE AND WALTER ATHLETICS CENTER
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

EVANSTON, ILL.

ARCHITECT OF RECORD:
Perkins+Will | Chicago, Ill.

ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT: 
HOK | Kansas City, Mo.

COST: N/A

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 420,000

MAJOR FACILITY COMPONENTS:
full-size indoor football practice fi eld, 

weight room, academic support spaces, 

nutrition and dining centers, sports 

medicine and training hub, locker rooms, 

coaches offi  ces

SUPPLIERS:
Extractor Corp./SUITEMATE — swimsuit extractors

Hammer Strength — strength equipment

Perform Better — strength equipment

Life Fitness — cardiovascular equipment

F
ew facilities are situated in close proximity to a natural setting as dramatic as 

that facing Ryan Fieldhouse, located a literal stone’s throw from the shores 

of Lake Michigan. Few facility designs could hope to take better advantage, 

according to our panelists.

With a full-length football practice fi eld located on the second level, and a wall 

of windows stretching end line to end line, the venue’s exterior views — rarely a fi eld 

house consideration — are truly unique. That said, judges were also struck by how 

such grand design gestures are complemented by tasteful branding and detailing 

throughout the facility, which houses practice, performance, nutrition and sports 

medicine spaces for some 500 Northwestern University student-athletes.

“Restraint in the use of materials allows the simple forms of the building to stand 

out,” said one judge. “How the project engages the site and lake is well thought out 

and incorporated. Great project.”

Judges’ Comments:

“The unique site dictated a special response, and the designers certainly delivered. 

The unique structure of the practice volume highlights the building’s imaging.”

 — Jon Neimuth

“The project refl ects a wonderful design solution that utilizes simple, pure forms 

integrated into the site context. The use of materials, sophisticated brand integration 

and highlighted structural systems all add to the beauty of the design.”

 — Mark Williams

“This is a transformational building, and has caused others to rethink what a training 

facility could be. There isn’t another indoor fi eld house like it.” — Andrew Kelly
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MIDTOWN ATHLETIC CLUB EXPANSION
CHICAGO, ILL.

ARCHITECT OF RECORD:
DMAC Architecture P.C. | Evanston, Ill.

COST: $60 million

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 250,000

MAJOR FACILITY COMPONENTS:
boutique fi tness studios, full-service spa/

salon and retail shop, indoor and outdoor 

training areas, pools, hotel and restaurant

SUPPLIERS:
Eleiko — strength equipment

Life Fitness — strength equipment

Extractor Corp./SUITEMATE — swimsuit extractors

Pentair — starting blocks

Gantner Technologies Inc. — access control, electronic locker locks

M
astery of materials, detailing and moods” is how one judge lauded Chicago’s 

Midtown Athletic Club, and others shared equal respect for the expansion’s 

design execution.

Interior fi nishes were described as “immaculate” and “impeccable,” with the 

resulting environment feeling more like an escape than an exercise destination. From 

a dramatically lit boxing gym to a yoga studio penetrated by sculptural tree forms, the 

club off ers an array of boutique studios, as well as a spa, a restaurant and retail space. 

An adjacent 55-room hotel towers over the club, creating a progressive hybrid of fi tness, 

entertainment and relaxation.

“This is top to bottom a powerful example of sport and recreation,” stated one 

panelist. “Living up to its billing as a top-tier sports resort, the project presents space 

after space of engagingly designed environments.”

Judges’ Comments:

“What an absolutely gorgeous project. All of the material selections and detail are 

impeccable. The spaces translate the desired mood.” — Andrew Kelly

“This transformative project lends a whole new language to fi tness. The angular fl oor 

plan is executed in a very thoughtful way.” — Brent Tippets

“Clearly, high-end materials were used, but the detailing of the materials and care in 

addressing how the materials came together is what makes the project stand out.”

 — Arash Izadi

[Photos by Anthony Tahlier]
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AANIIN COMMUNITY CENTRE AND LIBRARY
MARKHAM, ONT.

ARCHITECT OF RECORD:
Perkins+Will | Toronto, Ont.

COST: $52 million (Canadian)

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 122,000

MAJOR FACILITY COMPONENTS:
gymnasium, aquatics center, fi tness 

areas, two-story lobby with stadium-style 

stair, outdoor basketball courts

C
ohesive design is the product of countless design considerations. In the case of 

the Aaniin Community Centre, a couple key choices in particular made all the 

diff erence in the eyes of our panelists.

First, the building’s massive wood roof provides a natural and neutral warmth, 

mirroring the tone of the hardwood courts while unifying all interior activity spaces. 

Second, rich colors and angular patterns accent the facility’s glazing, furniture and 

walls, further reinforcing the sense of place throughout the largely transparent 

structure. The building’s deft use of color, materials and openness creates the ideal 

setting for interaction among its occupants.

“The contrast of the warm wood and colder materials is a nice backdrop for the 

human activities,” said one judge. Added another, “The openness, transparency and 

visual connections create an inviting and inclusive building, which is exactly what a 

community center is supposed to be.”

Judges’ Comments:

“Beautiful use of wood structure, natural color palette, and sustainable daylighting 

and natural ventilation strategies.” — Nathan Harris

“The powerful wood roof form unifi es all the program spaces and provides a 

symbolic and environmentally functional response. The center’s warm interiors are 

visibly connected, helping unite the spaces and users.” — Mark Williams

“There were several submissions that attempted a similar design expression, but 

none executed with the power and elegance of the Aaniin project. The marriage of 

wood and expressive steel structure is very eff ective.” — Jon Niemuth

[Photos by Scott Norsworthy]
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RUANE FRIAR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE

PROVIDENCE, R.I.

ARCHITECT OF RECORD:
Perkins Eastman | New York, N.Y.

COST: $30 million

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 58,000

MAJOR FACILITY COMPONENTS:
practice basketball courts, locker rooms,

offi  ces, training and recovery facilities

SUPPLIERS:
Perform Better — strength equipment

Spalding — basketball backboards, supports

O
n a college campus, branding comes with the territory, and our panelists 

applauded designers of the Ruane Friar Development Center for getting this 

all-important element just right.

The Providence Friar facial profi le logo can be seen on the ceiling of a 

locker room and through the glazing above the building’s front entrance, and 

“FRIARTOWN” is spelled out in two-story block letters along the gymnasium wall — 

leaving no doubt as to who occupies the space.

The look is powerful, yet subtle in its simplicity — much like the building itself, 

with its expansive facade broken down using recesses and overhangs to form a more 

pedestrian scale. “This is a very well-done building,” commented one judge. “All the 

interior material choices are timeless, will age well, and refl ect the Friar brand.”

Judges’ Comments:

“The sweeping cornice and outboard shading provide a thoughtful exterior.”

 — Brent Tippets

“Bold, simple forms lead to highly crafted details and a sophisticated interior fi nish 

and brand integration.” — Mark Williams

“Restraint in not over-branding the project was refreshing.” — Arash Izadi

[Photo by Sarah Mechling, courtesy of Perkins Eastman]

[Photos by Paul Rivera, courtesy of Perkins Eastman]
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BOSTWICK COMMUNITY CENTRE, YMCA 
& LONDON PUBLIC LIBRARY
LONDON, ONT.

ARCHITECT OF RECORD:
MJMA | Toronto, Ont.

ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT:
A+ Link Architecture | London, Ont.

COST: $45.08 million

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 167,000

MAJOR FACILITY COMPONENTS:
aquatic center, ice arena, full-perimeter 

walking loop, “living rooms” for quiet 

interaction, centralized playground, bike 

amenities

SUPPLIERS:
Mondo — fi tness center fl ooring

G
reat user experiences can be born from design that gets out of the user’s way. 

Judges praised the Bostwick Community Centre for its clean look and uncluttered 

wayfi nding. One judge admired the thought behind the design plan, which 

“creates clear circulation and division between program elements.”

That’s not to say that the venue — which houses water, ice and a variety of dryland 

activities — is short on design fl ourishes. A-colored tile mosaic spans the teaching pool, 

for example, and a pillar-supported wall of paned glass wraps high above one end of 

the ice rink. Plum-colored felt adorns the walls of quiet “living rooms” designed to 

encourage gathering and interaction.

“The beautifully minimalistic material palette lets the user and the experience be the 

star of the show,” another judge said. “This is perfectly executed timeless design.”

Judges’ Comments:

“Including both regional and site context really helped showcase the thought process 

utilized during the design. A very well-conceived site and landscape plan. Beautiful 

interiors allow the program to take precedence.” — Arash Izadi

“I love the powerful simplicity of this project. Its thoughtful use of color, light and form 

come together to create a very successful project. The site and sustainable feature 

integration is downplayed but signifi cant to the overall success.” — Jon Niemuth

“The Bostwick Community Centre celebrates community togetherness through simple, 

clean forms and details that create an easy fl ow from space to space in dynamic and 

powerful volumes.” — Mark Williams

[Photos by Shai Gil]
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SNYDER CENTER
PHILIPS ACADEMY

ANDOVER, MASS.

ARCHITECT OF RECORD:
Perkins+Will | Boston, Mass.

COST: $30.7 million

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 98,000

MAJOR FACILITY COMPONENTS:
200-meter competition track, 12-court 

squash center, recreation space

T
he Snyder Center pleasantly surprised judges with its modern design — even 

by 21st century standards — despite being situated among the brick buildings, 

campus lawn and historic bell tower of America’s oldest boarding school, 

founded in 1778.

The center, which serves as both an athletics facility and student activity hub, holds 

the distinction of being the country’s fi rst net-zero energy facility to incorporate its 

specifi c array of program elements. These include a 200-meter indoor track and a 

12-court squash center, as well as fi tness amenities. Transparent, interlocking spaces 

create an inclusive environment overall — and one of the most progressive buildings of 

its kind.

“The submission’s self-proclaimed ‘design restraint’ has produced a project with 

powerful yet elegant resolution,” said one judge. “For such a simple program, the end 

result has such wide-ranging impacts. Exceeded my expectations.”

Judges’ Comments:

“The elegant and subtle material selections allow for the strategic blue branding to pop 
and be highly eff ective.”  — Andrew Kelly

“The simple form off ers a deliberate, skillfully executed solution — welcoming and 
timeless.”  — Brent Tippets

“Beautiful composition and exterior massing. Fantastic solid-to-void ratio. Elegantly 
subtle use of material shifts to create design features.” — Nathan Harris

[Photos by Chuck Choi]
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WINTRUST ARENA AT MCCORMICK SQUARE
CHICAGO, ILL.

[Photos by Esto]

ARCHITECT OF RECORD:
Moody Nolan | Columbus, Ohio

DESIGN ARCHITECT:
Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects | 

New Haven, Conn.

PROGRAMMING CONSULTANT:
AECOM | Kansas City, Mo.

COST: $155 million

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 285,000

MAJOR FACILITY COMPONENTS:
multipurpose event space, locker rooms, 

strength training area, backstage areas

W
intrust Arena caught judges’ attention for its unusual take on the traditional 

basketball and concert venue. Drawing inspiration from Chicago’s rich theater 

history, the arena’s signature design elements are its segmented upper seating 

bowl and its staggered, curved roof form — one providing views of the other.

The bowl provides concourse pedestrians an interior peek at the roof’s underside 

through wedge-shaped slivers between seating sections — the largest gap aff ording a 

look at the arena’s massive scoreboard even from the building exterior.

“I love the connection to the seating bowl from the atrium,” noted one judge. “That 

glimpse is a really exciting moment.”

Judges’ Comments:

“Exciting overall forms and extending the outside and daylight through the bowl are the best 

features of this project.” — Mark Williams

“The curving clerestory windows transform the rectangular form into an energetic volume.”

 — Brent Tippets

“Beautifully simple exterior forms. Impactful roof structure provides a unique feature to set 

it apart.” — Nathan Harris
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DALPLEX FITNESS CENTRE RENOVATION AND EXPANSION
DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY

HALIFAX, N.S.

[Photos by DoubleSpace Photography and Parkinson Photography]

ARCHITECT OF RECORD:
Fowler Bauld & Mitchell Ltd. | Halifax, N.S.

DESIGN ARCHITECT:
MJMA | Toronto, Ont.

COST: $17.14 million (Canadian)

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 57,000

MAJOR FACILITY COMPONENTS:
two-level fi tness hall, high-performance 

center, multipurpose studios, 

administrative and ancillary spaces

SUPPLIERS:
Mondo — fi tness center fl ooring

E
legance can take many forms. In the case of the Dalplex Fitness Centre, the form 

is a forward-leaning building volume sheathed in black, matte-fi nish aluminum 

composite paneling that surrenders to expansive stretches of glass in strategic 

locations along multiple facades.

The design is one that suggests motion while showcasing the activity within the 

building’s two-level fi tness hall and high-performance center. “This is a truly elegant, 

modern building,” noted one panelist. “The limited materials accentuate the minimalism 

and commitment to the design.”

Added another, “Beautifully simple form and material palette catch the eye and 

create excitement.”

Judges’ Comments:

“The strong modern sculptural form anchors the building and invites users to come 

inside.” — Michael Hessert

“I really like the clear, powerful forms combined with the natural material palette. You 

can imagine being inside this facility, as a combination of daylight and activity bring it 

to life.” — Jon Niemuth

“An elegant solution that is supported by the clean lines and simplicity of the landscape 

architecture. Simply a great design.” — Arash Izadi
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Aquatics

Better air and 
water quality 
through advanced 
oxidation
By Courtney Cameron

Is there a difference between the way aquatics facility operators experience great 

indoor air and water quality and the way it’s experienced by pool patrons? In the 

past, it could have been said that owners and operators — tasked with monitoring 

the health of their facility — were more acutely aware of fluctuations in air and 

water quality than the visitors who would only notice if there was a problem. 

[Photos of Goodson Recreation Center, courtesy of Clear Comfort]
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However, as the WELL Building Standard 
begins to lead the way in facility design 
for holistic health, and consumers in 
every industry become more sensitive 
to sustainability eff orts and more willing 
to put their money behind the initiatives 
they support, the focus is coming back 
around to the perceived quality of the 
patron experience — especially in fi tness 
and recreation facilities.

Steve Berens, CEO of the Colorado-
based pool systems manufacturer Clear 
Comfort, off ers the same advice for 
anyone trying to ensure better air and 
water quality around any size pool, from 
commercial aquatics centers to home-
based spas: simplify the systems.

“You need to make it easier to manage, 
not more complex,” he says. “And, if 
you’re a facility operator, specifi cally, you 
have to simplify it to get the acquisition 
of the equipment needed to get your 
job done. You need to fi nd economically 
sound solutions that produce the needed 
payback while doing the job.”

Helping chlorine
According to Berens, many of the aquatics 
facility operators he’s worked with 
over the years tend to think about the 
customer experience in terms of avoiding 
complaints. “The bigger challenge, quite 
frankly, is the budget, maintaining safety, 
and maintaining the facilities in a usable 
state,” he says.

Maintenance is a particular challenge 
in an aquatics environment, as meeting 
health and safety standards in and 
around the water requires the use of 
some corrosive chemicals. The purpose 
of Clear Comfort is to minimize the use of 
such chemicals in the interest of reduced 
supply costs and waste products, while 
simultaneously enhancing the user 
experience. 

What Clear Comfort provides is a 
supplemental water treatment called 
advanced oxidation that facilities can add 
to their standard chlorine treatments 
to make the chlorine itself work more 
effi  ciently. It does this by exciting the 
ambient air to create hydroxyl compounds. 

“It’s a simple compound of an oxygen 
and a hydrogen that hits the water 
and it’s very oxidized, which means it 
replaces all the oxidation load in that 
specifi c space that chlorine or bromine or 
something would have had to do,” says 
Berens. “That means you’re lowering 
the chlorine and bromine counts — 
keeping them at their normal levels 
for safety in the water — but you’re 
basically also taking out the volatile 
organic compounds, those disinfection 
byproducts, and removing those because 
we’re oxidizing right there in the pipes.”

Ultraviolet 
One low-impact, high-effi  ciency option that goes a long way toward cleaner air and water is 

the use of ultraviolet light, which continues to see traction with aquatics operators. 

“Our UV product line is gaining market share every day,” says Pentair compliance and 

safety manager Ken Gregory. “Our UV light product, which was approved by the NSF as a water 

conditioning device, is also being used on indoor pools to improve air quality.”

Ultraviolet light systems are easy on the environment and help reduce the amount of 

chemicals needed to condition and sanitize water. Pentair advertises that it’s Bioshield UV 

Disinfectant Sanitizers can reduce chlorine use by 50 percent and still kill harmful waterborne 

diseases, such as Cryptosporidium, Giardia and E. coli. 
“We’re providing training on our Bioshield UV products, as well as our ozone products 

that both improve air and water quality,” Gregory says. “Our BioShield UV product was the 

very fi rst NSF-approved water conditioning device on the market. During the NSF testing our 

Bioshield UV product showed a 60 percent reduction in chloramines, which is the main source 

of contaminants for indoor air quality.”

Source:CDC
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Sustainable systems
More efficient use of chlorine affects the entire chain of 
resources — using chlorine better means ordering less, 
which means fewer deliveries of chemicals packaged in 
non-recyclable plastic and less waste of the chemicals 
themselves, ultimately leading to a longer-lasting 
building and the conservation of the resources used to 
build or renovate.

While many operators’ immediate concerns revolve 
around budget, safety, code enforcement, and wear and 
tear, the cost savings that result in the long run from more 
efficient chemical use are very real. For instance, if an A/C 
system that’s supposed to have a lifespan of 20 years and 
ends up corroded and destroyed after five, that has a big 
effect on the bottom line. 

In short, the less chemicals you put in the pool, the 
better. “We want to apply the ideas of sustainability and 
positive impact to the swimming and aquatics industry,” 
Berens says. “And we have people who are able to take 
credit for that on a LEED certification basis or on an 
energy efficiency basis from their utilities. We’ve had 
people able to use this as a way to become more efficient 
and more sustainable without costing more — in fact 
they’re saving more.”

Holistic health
When asked about the newer WELL Building Standard, 
Berens says, “We basically apply to all the core aspects. 
What they consider their core section has to do with water 
quality, air quality, facility maintenance and the life of the 
facility — one of the best things we can do is extend facility 
life by having a less corrosive environment to operate.”

The challenge with meeting the ever-rising standards of 
accountability, as Berens puts it, circles back to simplicity 
and finding an operationally sound method to increase 
adoption of best practices. “What we don’t want to see 
is a great concept not be executed because it can’t be 
carried out,” he says. “So we do our best to help people 
understand how they can get a much better facility life, as 
well as a better immediate experience.”

Pool patrons are experiential observers, meaning they 
are concerned with the interactions of feel and smell, and 
whether the water or air irritates their eyes. According 
to Berens, maximizing the efficiency of the chlorine in 
use reduces the smell and potential for irritation, while 
managing the sanitation aspects at the same time.

“That’s why we’re quickly becoming the standard of 
care,” he says. “It’s the only technology that scales well 
from a basic spa to a giant waterpark. We are being 
used by NFL teams, Major League Baseball, NBA teams, 
hockey leagues, and a plethora of NCAA sports teams — 
and specifically in the hardest water conditions possible, 
which is hydrotherapy tubs. When you put a set of athletes 
through these facilities, you might get 50 in two hours in a 
small body of water. That water has to recover quickly.”

The best thing any pool operator on any scale can do 
is be proactive. “No good decisions are made when you’ve 
got a health inspector about to close you down,” says 
Berens. “You just grab something and go, and you don’t 
have time to research it. These are important decisions, 
so take your time to find the right way to get things out of 
your expense budget and into your capital budget.

“There’s nothing free in this world — but if you’re going 
to buy, you should buy something that delivers a standard 
of care at the lowest economical cost to implement and 
with the easiest cost over time.” Ω
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Fitness

[Photo courtesy of Exergame Fitness]

As another, advanced example of technology’s 
fi tness integration, gamifi ed fi tness equipment can 
take many forms. Most vendors off er a wall-based 
product that requires a user to react and respond to 
a prompt with their body, but the category is broad 
enough to include such things as regular console-
based video games that require a player to pedal a 
recumbent bike in order to use the controller. 

Gamifi ed fi tness can deliver real benefi ts both to 
end-users and to a business’ bottom-line.

Attracting families
Parker Johnson, sales director at Elk Grove Village, 
Ill.-based Exergame Fitness says that his company’s 
products primarily target the youth demographic.

“There’s not really a lot of programs out there 
for kids in that age group if they’re not in sports. 
Sports, swim lessons and martial arts — and 
that’s about it,” Johnson says. “So when you can 
off er something that they like — ‘it’s gaming, it’s 
technology, it’s fun, I can do it with my friends’ — 
but then you tie in that fi tness aspect of it, then it 
makes it a really well-rounded program, particularly 
for that age group.”

Exergame off ers a variety of gaming concepts, 
including active wall games, dance and step games, 
gaming bikes, active fl oor games, strength and 
cardio games, and interactive climbing products. 

When Exergame works with clubs, the fi rst 
step is to identify their needs. “What are some of 
their goals? What are some of the age groups that 

GAMIFIED FITNESS 
BENEFITS MEMBERS, 
FACILITIES

By Jason Scott

“Gamifi cation” is a relatively new term to describe an old concept: incorporating game 

elements — such as points, rewards, penalties and competition — into non-game contexts. 

Gamifi cation already exists in many areas of our lives — from the classroom to the workplace — 

but increasingly, the trend to gamify everything has creeped into our fi tness routines. 
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they’re targeting? What current programs are they 
running, and what programs are they looking to 
run? Maybe learn more about the space that they 
have,” says Johnson. 

Typically, the firm’s clients will install Exergame 
products in either a multipurpose room or a 
dedicated space. That’s the strategy that Moraine 
Valley Community College’s Health Fitness and 
Recreation Center deployed when it opened in 2014. 
FitRec, as the facility is known, serves the school’s 
student, faculty and staff populations, as well as 
members from the general public. The facility found 
traction with local families right away. 

“We noticed in the first year that we were open 
that we got a lot more family memberships than we 
anticipated,” says Angela Caringella, the assistant 
director of youth programs and student development 
at FitRec. “We wanted to make sure that there was 
enough benefits for a family membership.”

Caringella and her team sought to transform 
FitRec’s unused square footage to open up a new 
space focused on providing value to families with 
children, and KidRec debuted in 2016, welcoming 
kids as young as 3 months old and all the way up 
to age 13.

“The main goal of that space was just to have a 
drop-off center for kids of all ages, and then have 
separation for the kids,” Caringella says. “Those 
older kids, they want their own space, they want 
to stay active, they want to do something a little 
more advanced than just coloring or board games, 
so this is kind of a cool space for them to do 
something unique.”

KidRec features two of what Caringella calls 
X-Rooms that house the facility’s Exergame 
equipment. The spaces provide multiple benefits.

“There are a lot of times when I hear parents say 
they didn’t really want to come to the gym today 
but their kid was like, ‘I want to go to KidRec, I want 
to go play,’ ” Caringella says. “So it’s kind of like 
they’re pushing each other. The kid wants to go play 
in KidRec, and the parent has to go work out while 
they’re doing that.”

The equipment also serves as a transition for 

youths who are preparing for their first forays onto 
FitRec’s adult-sized fitness floor. “They’re getting 
in this routine. They’re going to go to the X-Rooms 
and run around and do a workout, and then when 
they’re old enough they can go up on the fitness 
floor and use the recumbent bikes upstairs, or 
they can do activities where they’re using medicine 
balls,” Caringella says. “They just get accustomed to 
those things before they go up on the fitness floor.

 “The feedback we would get before was always, 
‘There’s nothing for my kid to do. There’s no place 
to take them. What’s the benefit of having a family 
membership?’ Now it’s, ‘This is the reason why I 
can come here, because I have a space to drop my 
kids off where I know they’re having fun while I’m 
working out.’ ”

Activating kids 
Erin Antrim, CEO of the Boys & Girls Clubs of Greater 
Oxnard and Port Hueneme in California, was sold 
on the concept of gamified fitness from the moment 
she saw the kids she serves interact with a SMARTfit 
system — another wall-type gamified product that 
challenges users to respond to prompts by tapping 
on a particular area. 

“I just knew that it would be perfect,” Antrim says. 
“We do a lot of physical fitness here at the Boys & 
Girls Clubs, but sometimes kids who maybe need it 
the most, kids who might be a little sedentary, aren’t 
attracted to those types of activities.”

Antrim worked with a donor to secure a SMARTfit 
system for each of the 17 clubs she oversees. “Our 
kids love the systems,” she says. “They ask to use it, 
they ask to be on it, and the systems are running all 
hours of operation for us.”

Representing a diverse age range — the Boys & 
Girls Clubs serve kids between the ages of 5 and 18 
years old — individuals use the SMARTfit systems in 
different ways. While the older set uses it primarily 
as a means of getting in a workout, younger kids 
participate in games that can help them in school. 

“Yesterday, I observed it with a group of brand 
new Kindergarteners, and they were counting, 

[Photos courtesy of SMARTfit]
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looking for the numbers,” says Antrim. “So it goes 
from that, all the way up to more advanced, and they 
love it.” 

Since introducing SMARTfi t systems in the Boys 
& Girls Clubs — including a location at a juvenile 
justice center — Antrim says kids who otherwise 
might shy away from physical activity are now 
heading to the gymnasium more frequently, which 
is particularly important to the community.

“Oxnard and Hueneme specifi cally have a couple 
of the highest childhood obesity rates in the state of 
California,” Antrim says, adding, “We need to really 
make sure that the learning and the exercise is fun.” 

Science-based benefi ts
Gamifi ed fi tness isn’t just about technology and toys. 
There’s serious science that explains the benefi ts 
for end-users by virtue of using both their brains 
and bodies at the same time. It’s a scientifi c concept 
called dual-tasking, which SMARTfi t CEO Cathi 
Lamberti sums up as, “Neurons that fi re together, 
wire together.”

“When you simultaneously work the cognitive 
with the motor system, you will accelerate the 
rewiring of the brain and the body,” she says.

SMARTfi t’s products are programmed with a 
variety of games that collect and measure data 

based on how well the end-user performs at the 
prescribed task. The programs can be modifi ed 
to be more or less challenging, depending on the 
end-user’s baseline results. The technology has 
been used in contexts ranging from rehabilitation 
and concussion recovery to the fi tness training of 
professional athletes. 

With so many diff erent ways to use it, SMARTfi t 
can be found in a wide array of facilities that cater 
to the youth and older adult demographics, which 
together comprise what Lamberti calls the two 
vulnerable populations. “The fi tness industry is 
taking care of mainstream fi tness — the millennials. 
They’re doing a great job,” Lamberti says. “But 
the two populations that are left out are the older 
adults and the youths.”

Gamifi ed fi tness equipment not only can be an 
important contributor to physical fi tness, but it can 
also provide additional benefi ts particular to older 
generations, specifi cally by helping to prevent the 
onset of age-associated cognitive decline. 

“We’re all going to age, and we’re all going to 
have some kind of cognitive decline,” Lamberti says, 
“but because of massive inactivity and bad food, 
we’re seeing an acceleration of cognitive decline. 
This is where the fi tness industry has a huge 
opportunity to help people capture themselves in a 
decline and bring cognition back up to normal.”

Exergame also touts its products’ ability to 
stimulate diff erent parts of the brain, regardless of 
demographics. Says Johnson, “A lot of our products 
are, see a target, hit a target, follow a light, listen 
for a tone — all of those things are exceptional for 
stimulating diff erent parts of the brain. So, whether 
it’s youths, whether it’s an adult, whether it’s a 
senior with Alzheimer’s or even somebody who’s had 
a traumatic brain injury, there’s that cognitive side.”

Skeptics of gamifi ed fi tness may exist, but to deny 
the creep of technology into athletics, fi tness and 
recreation facilities of all types is to deny reality. 
Instead of dismissing such technology, Johnson says 
the role of the industry is to embrace it and harness 
it to serve the industry’s purpose of helping people 
live healthier lives.

“If people’s love for gaming continues to grow, 
it’s our job and our responsibility to continue to fi nd 
diff erent products or games or software to integrate 
with that to just get people more physically active,” 
he says, “because to be perfectly honest — I don’t 
see technology slowing down at any point in the 
near future.” Ω

“This is the reason why I can come 
here, because I have a space to drop 
my kids off  where I know they’re 
having fun while I’m working out.”

MORE THAN FUN AND GAMES
The possibilities of gamifi cation technologies are nearly 

limitless, but facility operators looking to incorporate 

this kind of equipment should fi rst assess their goals. 

“I always say that the equipment is a means to get 

people active and how you use the equipment is what’s 

going to make it a long-term success,” says Parker 

Johnson of Exergame. 

To that end, facility managers can deploy gamifi ed 

fi tness solutions in each of the following areas:

PERSONAL TRAINING: “We’ve had trainers bring their 

clients [to the X-Rooms] because it’s a new, fun, exciting 

environment, so they can kind of mix-up their workout,” 

says FitRec’s Angela Caringella.

GROUP EXERCISE: Gamifi ed fi tness equipment can 

provide a group exercise option for small or large 

groups. Users can rotate between stations, or systems 

can be combined to put large numbers of exercisers 

through a gamifi ed workout.

SPORTS PERFORMANCE: Athletes — including some 

professionals — use gamifi cation to help them improve 

their snap judgment and keep their performance sharp 

under pressure.
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Soft ware

By Andy Berg 

Chris Allison, CEO of GEEX, an esports hosting platform, is aware of the debate around 

whether video games should be a part of the higher-education experience, and he’s not shy in 

lobbying for their inclusion on campus wherever they might fi nd a home.

[Photo courtesy of Columbia College]

“I think that I would point them toward any of 
the research that’s out there regarding an affi  nity 
group, or a student who likes to engage in a larger 
community through an activity and how that type of 
engagement and that community connectivity will 
increase their perceived sense of community and 
ultimately improve retention rates,” Allison says. 
“I really do look at esports and gaming as a new 
medium that accomplishes all the same goals as we 
have with higher education.”

While some argue that video games are just that 
— games — and should be relegated to the basement 
or residence hall room, it’s hard to dismiss the fact 

that collegiate recreation departments across the 
country are actively seeking to promote inclusion 
on campus through esports intramural programs 
— many whose ultimate goal is a place within the 
athletics department. In fact, a growing number 
of schools have already granted their fl edgling 
esports programs varsity status, and earmarked the 
scholarship dollars to go with it.

With that elevating stature come loftier wants 
and needs. To that end, colleges and universities are 
building facilities large and small to accommodate 
what can only be described as atypical practices 
and tournaments by traditional athletic department 

IS YOUR CAMPUS 
EQUIPPED FOR THE 
ESPORTS INVASION?
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standards. Whether you call it gaming or esports, 
video games and the hordes of students who love 
them are coming to a campus near you. Here’s 
a look at a few things to consider if your school 
aspires to enter the esports arena. 

Logistics
Launching an esports program — be it a club, 
intramural or varsity athletics team — isn’t easy. 
There’s a lot to learn and a lot of choices to make. 
GgCircuit, which bills itself as an esports services 
platform, works with about 35 colleges, and the 
company is approached by five to 10 schools per 
week inquiring about what they need to do to get 
started. “That’s a pretty long process for universities 
to get set up,” says ggCircuit CEO Zack Johnson.  

For most universities, getting their game on means 
trying to figure out the basics and where esports fits 
into their organization. “They’re trying to squeeze 
in extra work on somebody in some department,” 
Johnson says. “Most of them don’t just right off the 
bat say, ‘Hey, why don’t we just hire someone to be 
in charge of our esports plan?’ So usually it’s a club 
leader, or it might be an athletic director, or somebody 
from the tech school inside the college.”  

While companies like ggCircuit and GEEX 
specialize in the software platforms that host 
leagues and tournaments, both Johnson and Allison 
admit that they’re often forced into the role of 
consultant. “They’re wanting to know what it takes 
to get into this, and how much it costs to build 
dedicated space. ‘Should we just build it for the five 
League of Legends players at our school, or should 
we build it for all 21,000 students at our school to 
be able to utilize?’ ”

As part of a solution, ggCircuit offers prospective 
clients a series of case studies that represent 

programs of different sizes, but Johnson says 
additional help is on the way. “It’s just such a broad 
thing, and we’re the experts because we built the 
software and we’ve run the centers for years, but I 
don’t really want to be in the hardware business,” 
Johnson says. “We’re not trying to be that at all. So 
luckily, in the past three months, there’s been two 
or three groups that have stepped forward that are 
now going to offer those packages to universities 
and just bundle our software with it.” 

Allison has also found the value in being able 
to farm out the non-software-related pieces of the 
puzzle. “We actually have partners that we work 
with if a school is looking to build a facility,” he says, 
“and we can make that reference and help them 
figure out what they need from both a space and 
equipment perspective so that they can accomplish 
the goals that they’re setting for their campus.” 

Facilities 
Organized gaming at the collegiate level is still in 
its infancy, with many intramurals coordinators and 
rec directors still making their case for esports on 
campus. For those who have approval and the right 
software in place, the next step is usually finding 
a place where teams can practice and compete. 
This might involve carving out space in an existing 
structure or building a whole new facility, depending 
on the school’s commitment to the program. 

Eugene Frier is the director of esports and 
gaming at Texas Wesleyan University. The school’s 
intramural esports program is still finding its 
sea legs and has had to elbow out practice and 
competition space, which currently includes two 
separate rooms on campus — one a converted 
conference room and the other Frier’s old 
office. “One of the rooms is seven computers and a 

GETTING COMPETITIVE
The number of colleges and universities taking their esports programs 

to the level of athletics is only increasing, and they’re investing real 

money in significant facilities. The University of California, Irvine 

currently has a 3,500-square-foot facility dedicated to esports, and 

Boise State University recently upgraded its 6,400-square-foot facility. 

Even as the University of Akron was preparing to cut 20 percent of 

its academic programs in 2017 due to budget constraints, the school 

announced that it would be adding an esports program. The command 

center for the program is a 1,200-square-foot gaming area on the 

first floor of the Zips, football stadium, which includes a viewing area 

for spectators and a broadcast studio. Here’s the breakdown of the 

school’s first-class esports program: 

• COST FOR THREE ESPORTS FACILITIES: $750,000 

• COST OF ESPORTS PROGRAMMING: $400,000 

• GAME LICENSES AND OTHER ASSOCIATED COSTS: $70,000

•  TOTAL SQUARE FOOTAGE DEDICATED TO COMPETITIVE GAMING 
AT THE VARSITY, CLUB AND RECREATIONAL LEVELS: 5,200

[Photo courtesy of the University of California, Irvine]

[Source: Forbes] 
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large fl at-screen television for video review. The other 
room is six computers and no fl at screen, and a dry 
erase board for planning.” 

Those are meager accommodations but no less 
precious. “I know some schools have an arena, but we 
don’t even call it an arena,” he says. “We don’t have 
our spaces open to general student use. This is our 
basketball stadium, this is our football stadium, this is 
our space. It’s very important to me that this is a perk 
for our players.”

If a school is looking to do more than repurpose 
existing space, Allison says the sky’s the limit. “The 
way that I view this is like a ladder, and you have 
multiple rungs on that ladder. Your bottom rung is 
using a platform like ours to allow students to use 
their own equipment and their own space, but engage 
in competition and community,” he says. “The second 
rung would be running online competition and then 
letting students bring their own equipment into a 
space for a live fi nals, or a live semifi nals and fi nals, 
just like you would any other student activity, and all 
you have to provide is space, electrical and networking 
in order to do that. The next rung up from there would 
be creating a space that has electrical and network 
available for students to come to and use on their 
club night or really whenever they want to gather. The 
most expensive rung is the one most people look at 
fi rst right now, which involves building a space, placing 
your own consoles, placing your own computers.” 

Allison estimates $1,500 to $2,000 per PC station 
for a high-end gaming computer, chair, monitors and 
peripherals. “HVAC is something people often forget 
about,” he adds, “because you put a lot of computers 
into that space that are creating a lot of heat and you 
can overwhelm an HVAC system.”

Regardless of the size of the facility, the mere 
presence of a gaming lab on campus has become 
a recruiting tool just like a luxurious rec center or 
modern athletics complex. 

Mike Wozniak, intramurals coordinator at the 
University of North Dakota, is currently overseeing 
the creation of a new dedicated esports facility that 
he says has been a draw for incoming freshmen. “The 
feedback from a lot of our tours this summer has 
been very positive, and I feel like this is going to get 
a lot of usage, which will lead to more interest in our 
intramurals,” he says. “It defi nitely helps to have that 
kind of space, especially if it’s not just a room with 
computers in it. We’re planning on getting the racing 
chairs and the rest of it. We want it to be appealing to 
gamers especially.”  

Games and licensing  
There are a lot of games out there — Overwatch, 
League of Legends, FIFA, Madden, among many others 
— and they’re published by a number of diff erent 
companies. Just like Microsoft Offi  ce and the Adobe 
Creative Suite, games are pieces of software and 

schools are required to purchase a license to off er 
those games to their students. That can get expensive, 
which is why a hosting platform is necessary, as 
the platform provider will already have a licensing 
agreement in place with the game companies. 

Allison explains that each publisher has their own 
community licensing guidelines. “Some publishers 
will allow anyone to run a tournament, as long as 
certain conditions are met,” he says. “Others, for 
instance Blizzard, their community license excludes 
a school administrator from being able to run a 
collegiate competition for their student body. So that’s 
where GEEX has worked to build relationships with 
the publishers so that we can help facilitate custom 
licensing , and a school administrator can run those 
intramural competitions.” 

Johnson says that perhaps the hardest thing for 
schools to fi gure out is what exactly they want from 
their esports program. 

“Depending on the school, they all have diff erent 
things they want to do. Some might want to use that 
space for educational purposes, so they may load a 
bunch of diff erent programs besides just games,” he 
says. “Others might say, we just want games and they 
can go to the regular labs if they want to work on their 
schoolwork. Some of them decide they want to charge 
for it, like one school we work with charges $4 per 
hour, and students can use the gaming lab anytime 
they want.” 

In some instances, a school may just want to off er 
gaming for free but then limit playing time. “For 
example, we have one school that automatically gives 
each student on Monday fi ve hours of access,” says 
Johnson, “and on Sunday any of the fi ve hours that’s 
not used is deleted. So they don’t want a player sitting 
in there for 50 hours a week, and they want to spread 
it out amongst their students.” 

When it comes to games and the actual setup of a 
gaming facility, Johnson says there’s a learning curve. 
“A lot of people think about this last, but you can’t just 
stick 20 computers on a Windows desktop and expect 
people to come in and download their own games and 
make everything work and fi gure out the licensing and 
all of that stuff . That’s what our software does.”

The debate around whether esports represent a sport 
at all is really a moot point. Call them what you will, 
video games have emerged as an eff ective tool to help 
kids get out of their rooms and fi nd a community on 
campus. That’s a good thing for everyone involved. 

“People try to shoehorn this into sports, but I just 
say, ‘It’s way bigger than that, folks,’ ” Johnson says, 
noting that it’s time to dispense with the semantics. “I 
sometimes wish it wasn’t called ‘esports’ because then 
everybody tries to compare it to sports, and it’s not. 
You don’t have to be six feet tall and 290 pounds to 
be involved in esports. This is going to be way bigger 
than we all can imagine because it’s accessible to all 
students.” Ω

“ People try to shoehorn this into sports, but I just say, ‘It’s way 
bigger than that, folks.’ ” 
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By Paul Steinbach

CrossFit hit the strength training landscape with such meteoric force that it produced a new 

era of sorts — one emphasizing simple free weights, battle ropes and plyo boxes, suspension 

and other forms of bodyweight resistance, and adding a competitive element to fi tness rarely 

seen outside the Olympic Games. Could this possibly relegate selectorized strength training to 

extinction? Would specialized pieces of equipment dotting fi tness fl oors for more than a half-

century resemble mere fossils?

Spotlight: Weight Rooms & Strength Equipment

SELECTORIZED 
WEIGHT
EQUIPMENT
OPTIONS FOR EVERY USER

Nothing could be further from reality. Selectorized 
strength equipment’s staying power is forged 
in its unmatched ability to off er something for 
everyone. “Designed to appeal to and benefi t 
users at all levels — from young to old and novice 
to professional — pin-select machines are non-
intimidating, easy to use and biomechanically 
precise,” says Mike Kelly, vice president of sales 
at TRUE Fitness. “For these reasons, training on 
selectorized equipment has been an integral part of 
strength programming for decades.”

Selectorized options
When one thinks of selectorized strength 
equipment, the demographics that come to 

mind may be the deconditioned, those who 
count themselves among the active aging set or 
individuals trying to keep the rest of their body in 
shape while nursing a specifi c injury. But that wasn’t 
the target audience when mass production of multi-
station rigs featuring pin-select weight stacks began 
in the 1960s.

“When initially created, the primary users were 
bodybuilders hoping to overload individual muscle 
groups for maximum hypertrophy. Users at gyms 
were advanced users, athletes and people interested 
in performance and aesthetics,” says Chris Adsit, 
senior global strength product manager at Matrix 
Fitness. “Fast-forward to today, and we have a whole 
new set of users. The demographics range from 
younger users and completely inexperienced users 

[Photo courtesy of Precor]
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up to the most advanced athletes. The goals are as varied 
as the groups themselves.”

Throughout this evolution, the means to reaching 
those goals has always been the machine — a mechanical 
approach to strength training that allows not only for the 
isolation of individual muscles, but of the 
entire individual — with human spotting 
partners all but obsolete. “A trainer is 
often not needed to learn how to perform 
the exercise correctly,” Adsit says. “With 
advancements in placards and exercise 
instructions on machines, users can 
perform safe and effective movements 
with little experience. On the other end of 
the spectrum, advanced users can target 
muscle groups difficult to overload when 
working with gravity alone. This can create 
greater muscle stimulation and improved 
strength, performance and hypertrophy.”

The science behind the mechanics is 
right there in plain sight, with adjustable 
seats and pivot points positioning and 
stabilizing the body (no cheating), and 
optimizing each user’s experience and end 
results. “Machines offer cams, levers and 
pulley configurations that can manipulate 
the load to optimize the strength curve 
of each movement,” says Jeff Dilts, vice 
president of product management and 
innovation at Core Health & Fitness LLC. 
“This means getting the maximum work 
done in the most efficient timeframe.”

If you think functional strength 
modalities are going to muscle selectorized 
equipment out of the marketplace any time 
soon, think again. “While the number of pieces, or lines, 
may be reduced from the past, removal of selectorized 
equipment altogether is rarely seen,” Adsit says. “A facility 
that would remove it entirely would need a very special 
programmatic approach to membership to justify the 
removal of this industry staple.”

It’s estimated that at least 75 percent of all fitness 
centers offer some form of selectorized weight training, 

with some industry insiders putting that number closer 
to 100 percent for full-service clubs. Moreover, user 
demand may dictate that larger clubs contain more than 
one complete selectorized circuit, or at least a fraction of 
a second. Says SportsArt project manager Matt Thorsen, 

“Many facilities will offer one complete full-
body circuit or break it up between upper and 
lower body, and then provide other stations 
for the more popular lifts — chest press, leg 
press, lat pulldown.”

Some facilities may offer access to 
more than one brand. “There are definitely 
brands that do certain things better than 
others,” says Chris Stevenson, owner of 
Stevenson Fitness in Oak Park, Calif. “We 
try to choose based on which brand makes 
the best piece for the particular exercise. I 
do, however, see a value in having the same 
brand, as it makes for a smooth member 
experience — all the machines adjust and 
operate the same way. We also always take 
price, footprint and biomechanics into 
consideration when deciding.”

Facility operators may offer end-
users more than one brand of machine 
for the same exercise, while equipment 
manufacturers may present a multitude 
of machine options for the same exercise 
under one brand umbrella. Says Adam 
Hubbard, director of product management 
at Precor, which provides seated, standing 
and prone leg-curl options in its selectorized 
circuit lines, “Strength equipment is highly 
subjective, so offering different movement 
patterns provides choice for the exercisers.” 

The future
Selectorized equipment continues to evolve, and in many 
ways has strengthened its position within the fitness 
landscape.

“With improvements in appearance and space-saving 
designs such as back-to-back weight stack layouts 

SELECTORIZED 
STRENGTH 

EQUIPMENT
WHAT END-USERS  

LOOK FOR:

• User-friendliness

• Muscle isolation

• Comfort

• Safety

WHAT FACILITY  
OPERATORS CONSIDER:

• User-friendliness

• Biomechanics

• Appearance

• Footprint

• Price

[Photo courtesy of Matrix Fitness]
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and reduced machine heights, facilities can be 
more intentional with primary placement of 
the equipment without diminishing the facility 
experience,” Adsit says. “Machines from the 
past were often tall, bulky, square and tailored 
to larger male users. Today, we have machines 
with contoured action-specifi c grips, rep counters 
and timers, along with short stack heights, 
making equipment more approachable and more 
experiential. As manufacturers shift biomechanics 
and ergonomics toward comfort for general 
populations, facilities can place this equipment in 
more prominent locations to attract new users. 
The association of pain and discomfort with 
exercise is replaced with sleek, refreshing and 
inviting machines.”

The type of integrated touchscreen technology 
commonplace on cardio equipment has migrated 
to the selectorized strength training realm, making 
the equipment all the more inviting. “Exercisers 
are in need of guidance and motivation as part of 
their strength fi tness journey,” says Hubbard. “We 
continue to see exercisers struggle to understand 
sets, reps, sequence, form. Technology can 
help bridge these gaps and improve the overall 
experience.”

Upgrading the experience in this way comes 
with increased costs, of course — not only in 
terms of the equipment purchase price, but in 
infrastructure power requirements, as well. “We 
have seen technology innovation in selectorized 
machine training, including computerized tracking 
and motorized load generation,” Dilts says. “This 
typically adds signifi cant cost and complexity to 
the area of the traditional layout, and that may not 
provide a signifi cant ROI.”

That said, technology can ease the strain 
on a facility’s staff . “Without personalized staff  
instruction, users can now look to the machine to 
educate, demonstrate and provide sample exercise 
programs. Facilities can capture usage data, receive 
digital service notifi cations and have additional 
revenue generation capabilities with the addition of 
technology in the machine,” Adsit says. “A must-
have? Only time will tell if the market can bear the 
increased costs and power requirements. If facilities 
learn how to turn the technology into dollars, you 
bet it will become a must-have.”

The continued popularity of selectorized 
machines will still require a human element, 
according to Hubbard. “Beyond the equipment, 
it is key that operators develop programs and 
on-ramps that help all members be successful and 
have a great experience,” he says. “In recent years, 

programming and training support has been too 
focused on functional-type training and sports 
performance. This can leave exercisers who prefer 
other equipment — such as selectorized — feeling 
left behind.”

“The preference really depends on the 
perspective of users,” Adsit adds. “Do they have 
joint discomfort, injury, lack of motor control or even 
self-confi dence issues that prevent more aggressive 
training? Bodybuilders may prefer free weights for 
mass building — however, many will still incorporate 
selectorized machines for isolated overload and 
muscle shaping. While we may associate certain 
groups with selectorized training, I don’t think it’s 
fair to draw a box around them. It’s situational. 
Selectorized training provides a comfortable 
experience for many individuals, regardless of their 
background or training experience.”

Says Stevenson, the club owner, “I think that 
every full-service facility should have sele ctorized 
pieces, because there will always be member 
demographics looking for that type of training.” Ω

“Machines from the past were oft en tall, bulky, square and tailored to 
larger male users. Today, we have machines with contoured action-
specifi c grips, rep counters and timers, along with short stack heights, 
making equipment more approachable and more experiential.”

Stevenson on ‘selectorized’
When Chris Stevenson converted his personal training business into a 

community health club in Oak Park, Calif., he knew he wanted selectorized 

strength training equipment to make the transition with him.

“As an owner, I think having selectorized equipment is an essential 

part of a facility,” says Stevenson, AB’s newest contributor (see The 

Owners Club, page 26). “While trainers may debate the eff ectiveness of 

selectorized machines versus functional training methods, there are so 

many members who feel comfortable simply sitting down and working 

on these types of machines.”

In the case of Stevenson Fitness, where the membership base skews 

slightly older, about half of all strength training taking place at the 

club involves selectorized equipment pieces. “We have seen that the 

older exercisers tend to use them more,” Stevenson says. “I think that 

demographic likes consistency, predictability, simplicity and safety. 

Selectorized pieces provide that.”

Stevenson incorporates selectorized equipment into his own workouts 

for other reasons. “I like to work on performance, but I also like to build 

and defi ne muscle. We’re all a little vain, I guess,” he says with a smile.

He’s also not one to get hung up on semantics. “Selectorized equipment 

allows me to isolate muscles while pushing them to failure in a safe manor,” 

Stevenson says. “Based on my goal in this case, selectorized equipment 

would be considered functional equipment, as it is providing the function 

I am looking for.”
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Purchasing Guide
Weight Room Flooring

USE-CASE

Perhaps the fi rst thing you’ll want to decide when 
shopping for weight room fl ooring is what types of 
strength training your space will support. Will you 
want a turf area for functional fi tness? How much 
space will be taken up by power racks? Benches? 
Dumbbells? Barbells? Will the surface accommodate 
stationary selectorized equipment or be subjected 
to impact stresses from free weights? Depending on 
the answers to these questions, you may need more 
than one type of surface. Ask your provider what 
combination they suggest to meet the needs of those 
who will be using your space.

CONSTRUCTION

While rolls of recycled rubber may do the job for 
some facilities, collegiate and some high school 
athletics programs may require athlete performance 
considerations. In those instances, tile systems that 
use layers of material may be the right fi t. While more 
expensive, these systems employ vulcanized rubber 
and may include a non-porous hardened surface layer 
— which will resist punctures and tearing — as well as 
shock- and noise-absorbing underlayers that are easier 
on joints and muscles. Without being too soft, these 
systems can off er support for athletes doing heavy 
lifting, while also lowering injury risk. 

CUSTOMIZATION

Weight rooms can be high-energy places, where any bit of inspiration might mean one more rep. In some 
cases that extra push may come in the form of a reminder of school pride, or a motivational mantra. Some 
manufacturers will off er complete customization of your weight room fl oor, which includes planning out branding 
elements such as color schemes and designs, as well as  inlaid logo placement. 

ROLL VERSUS INTERLOCKING SYSTEMS 

There are a number of manufacturers of rubber fl ooring, 
which means there are a range of prices and quality. 
Some providers off er interlocking tile systems, while 
others off er large rolls of recycled rubber (similar to 
carpet), which come in various thicknesses. Some of the 
lower-cost systems may even allow for self-installation, 
depending on your budget and the size of the project.

MAINTENANCE AND BACTERIA RESISTANCE

Weight room fl oors collect a lot of sweat and grime, 
making them an excellent breeding ground for mold 
and bacteria. Be sure to ask your provider about what 
type of maintenance your chosen surface will require 
and whether it’s resistant to mold. Some manufacturers 
actually promote their fl ooring’s resistance to well-
known superbugs such as MRSA. 

Perhaps more than any other space within your facility, the weight room is a hostile environment 

that demands a fl ooring surface that can take a beating — including hundreds of pounds of weights 

and countless beads of sweat being dropped on it. The surface you choose will need to off er excellent 

durability, traction and ease of maintenance. Here are a few things to consider when you’re selecting the 

right fl ooring for your weight room:
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Abacus Sports 
Installations
Abacus specializes in 
the installation of inlaid 
platform weight room 
flooring. The innovative 
technique of sinking 
platforms into high-
density rubber flooring 
creates a firm yet 
resilient surface that cushions joints and absorbs the impact of 
heavy weights, while protecting floors and equipment. Abacus has 
installed inlaid platform flooring in public and private facilities, 
both indoors and outdoors. Rubber flooring can be loose-laid or 
fully adhered, depending on the facility’s needs. Inlaid platform 
rubber flooring is easy to clean and can be customized with 
different thicknesses and embedded logos. 
www.abacussports.com
(800) 821-4557

Weight Rooms & Strength Equipment

PRODUCT
SPOTLIGHT

Body-Solid
The Body-Solid Pro Clubline 
SPR500 Commercial Half Rack 
is fully customizable with 
dozens of unique, optional 
attachments. The SPR500 is an 
ideal pick for all group fitness 
facilities thanks to the ability to 
connect two or more SPR500 
together with the SPRACB 
Connecter Bar. Attachments 
include weight horns, u-link, 
additional chin bars, rack 
connection bar, dip station, 
ball throw, plyo step, t-bar row 
and more. Purchase a pre-built 
SPR500 package or create/customize your own.
www.bodysolid.com
(800) 833-1227

CORE Health & Fitness
Inspired by the increasing trend of glute 
exercises seen in various and sometimes 
dangerous executions in gyms today, the 
Nautilus Glute Drive safely isolates the 
glutes, building power through a strong 
hip bridge motion, creating sexy lines, 
and improving hip and core stability. 
These benefits are universally desirable 
and important for a wide variety of sports 
and exercises.
www.corehealthandfitness.com
(877) 782-7872

See ad on page 43

Eleiko
Eleiko helps club owners capitalize on the opportunities presented by an increasing 
demand for strength and performance training. Eleiko Strength Programs prep 
facilities with necessary equipment, arm facility staff with useful knowledge and 
provide teams with operation and marketing support to effectively serve members. 
With six decades of strength expertise, Eleiko offers a range of bars, discs and 
platforms, including solutions to tackle sound and vibration issues. Eleiko creates 
an inviting free weight environment that supports lifting and performance training 
without disrupting other members or neighboring businesses. 
www.eleiko.com
(866) 447-9441
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Escape Fitness
The TIYR Sport delivers a quick-fi x 
opportunity to engage members with 
exciting programming in any location. 
Through creative application and 
versatility, this training tool unlocks a 
tried and tested experience for those 
interested in strength, fl exibility, HIIT 
classes, partner workouts and every 
element of full-body fi tness. Challenging 
for all abilities, the 22-pound TIYR Sport 
is also eco-friendly, manufactured 
from recycled materials and entirely 
recyclable. It’s a fi tness space staple that 
delivers benefi ts for everything from 
warm-ups to post-workout stretches.
www.escapefi tness.com/us
(614) 706-4462

Fitness Flooring
Fitness Flooring’s Flecks line of rubber 
fl ooring has been installed in hundreds 
of clubs nationwide for more than 25 
years and is recognized for its superior 
durability and ease of maintenance. 
With the trend toward thicker fl ooring 
for weight areas, the Flecks line is 
now available in widths up to three-
quarters of an inch in a host of colors 
and color combinations, in either rolls or 
interlocking tiles for virtually unlimited 
fl exibility.
www.fi tnessfl oors.com
(800) 428-5306

Fitness Master
The Steelfl ex 8 Stack Jungle gym is the 
ultimate centerpiece for gyms or training 
facilities, allowing users to move from 
one station to the next with ease. Up to 
eight individuals can train at a time on 
this beautiful machine designed for heavy 
club use. With an 11-gauge, low-carbon 
steel oval tubing main frame fi nished in 
metallic silver powder coating, dipped 
PVC hand grips, and a standard weight 
stack of 1,720 pounds (eight weights at 
215 pounds each), the Steelfl ex 8 is a one-
stop solution that accommodates multiple 
users of varying fi tness levels.
www.fmiamerica.com
(855) 846-0087

See ad on page 45

GymValet
The GymValet spray bottle and towel holder is uniquely designed to attach 
equipment cleaning supplies directly to cardio and strength equipment or 
nearby walls to best ensure immediate equipment clean-up after each use. 
With the GymValet, cleaning supplies are positioned where they should be — 
within arm’s reach of the equipment. Off ering convenient access to equipment 
cleaning supplies is a gym’s best guarantee against user-to-user transmission 
of germs and viruses, and the unsightly look and smell of sweat-soaked 
equipment. GymValet has been documented to save facilities up to $25,000 per 
year by replacing disposable wipes and paper towels.
www.gymvalet.com
(216) 378-4298

Ecore Athletic
The Performance family of products 
off ers everything an athletic director 
or head coach needs to create an ideal 
training environment for their athletes. 
This includes four diff erent types of 
engineered rubber surfaces — all specially 
designed for speed and agility training.
www.ecoreathletic.com
(866) 795-2732
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Legend Fitness
The Legend Fitness SelectEDGE Ab Crunch 
machine features shoulder pads anchored 
only by a cable, allowing for non-linear 
movement and off ering more freedom 
of motion to engage more of the core in 
each rep. When the set is complete, the 
pads fl ip up and out of the way with a fl ick 
of the wrists. Foot pegs keep the user 
anchored and stable while the seat height 
adjusts to diff erent user heights.
www.legendfi tness.com
(865) 992-7097

Iron Grip Barbell
Iron Grip builds its Competition Bars 
to exact International Weightlifting 
Federation specifi cations, making them 
perfectly suited for Olympic-style lifting. 
Available in 20- and 15-kilogram models, 
these bars are constructed in the U.S. 
from premium, product-specifi c steel 
to provide the ideal balance of fl ex and 
elasticity. For optimal spin, each sleeve 
houses a precise combination of slick 
needle bearings and hard-wearing roller 
bearings.
www.irongrip.com
(800) 664-4766

See ad on page 2

Matrix Fitness
The Magnum Glute Trainer off ers a better way to tone muscles and build power 
while improving hip and core stability. Its advanced biomechanics mimic bar hip 
thrusting without the diffi  culty and discomfort of using free weights, while its 
walk-through design makes it easy for anyone to get started. Refi ned ergonomic 
details accommodate users of all sizes and ability levels comfortably, and the high 
maximum resistance and elastic band hooks provide options to challenge even 
elite athletes.
www.matrixfi tness.com
(866) 693-4863

See ad on page back cover

Life Fitness
The wall-adjacent SYNRGY180 is manufactured for facilities looking to incorporate 
a comprehensive space-saving system for functional training. It can be confi gured 
for size and application, off ering thousands of training possibilities for any space. 
The SYNRGY180 features an inviting design meant to improve the aesthetics of 
any facility. Clients can choose from several preconfi gured packages or select 
from a variety of product and storage options to build a customized piece that is 
perfect for their facility.
www.lifefi tness.com/hammer-strength
(800) 634-8637
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See ad on page 41

Perform Better
The Opti-Bar is a new attachment for the Extreme Core Trainer and is a 
challenging way to build strength and power. This attachment slides onto the 
end of the Olympic Bar and allows users to perform numerous exercises, such as 
squats, deadlifts, rows, 
and clean and press 
movements. Rotating 
handles allow for easier 
movements, and weight 
horns allow users to 
add plates for greater 
resistance.
www.performbetter.com
(800) 556-7464

See ad on page 21

Mondo
Mondo’s 70 years of expertise 
goes into producing weight 
room flooring, including 
MondoArmor, which can 
stand up to the most 
demanding use. MondoArmor 
is ideal for strength and 
conditioning areas and weight 
rooms. It offers enhanced 
resiliency to the dropping of 
weights, heavy machinery, 
abuse from high-intensity 
training, bacteria growth, and 
abrasions and tears.
www.mondoworldwide.com
(800) 361-3747

Mitchell Rubber  
Products LLC
Mitchell Rubber Products has been 
producing durable and visually appealing 
fitness flooring systems for decades, 
serving customers worldwide. Shape 
Fitness Flooring by Mitchell Rubber 
Products is a vulcanized-rubber tile 
system offered in pebble and diamond-
plate finishes. Each finish is available 
in a variety of brilliant colors and is 
manufactured using virgin-based SBR 
rubber. The Shape Fitness Flooring rubber 
tile system provides reliable durability, 
longevity, ease of installation and a 
modern aesthetic.
www.mitchellrubber.com
(800) 677-1485

Muscle D Fitness
Muscle D Fitness will introduce its new 
12-piece Elite Leverage Machine line at AB 
Show 2019 in Orlando this November. The 
machines have a unique design and are 
extremely heavy-duty, with stainless steel 
weight storage and weight peg arms. The 
spring seats are easy to adjust, while non-
skid platforms secure the user, making 
each exercise ergonomically correct. 
Muscle D has more than 200 items of 
strength and cardio equipment in stock.
www.muscledfitness.com
(310) 438-4466
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See ad on page 27

Power Systems
The latest addition to Power Systems’ Denali Storage Series — the Denali 
Dumbbell Rack with Saddles — is the perfect complement to any weight room. 
With its matte-black curved, heavy-gauge tube steel uprights, this rack will hold 
15 pairs of the heaviest round and ProStyle dumbbells. The rack’s three tiers 
are angled for easy access, and having the saddle 
only in the back keeps the dumbbells in place 
without sacrifi cing a clean, organized look. It’s 
the ideal companion to the Power Systems 
ProStyle Dumbbell.
www.power-systems.com
(800) 321-6975

See ad on page 73

sofSURFACES
duraSOUND® Rubber Acoustic Tiles dramatically reduce the structure-
borne transmission of sound from free-falling weights in any fi tness facility. 
Performance-engineered for a better acoustic experience for both customers 
and neighboring businesses, duraSOUND tiles control vibrations, minimize low-
frequency impact noise and reduce the transmission of audible structure-borne 
sound by up to 38 decibels.
www.sofsurfaces.com
(800) 263-2363

Precor
The Discovery Series Power Rack is the 
perfect tool for seasoned lifters and those 
new to strength training. The Power Rack 
accommodates exercisers of all shapes, 
sizes and abilities with its easy-to-access 
chin-up station and expanded functional 
capabilities. Precor strength products 
are approachable and intuitive and will 
withstand the test of time.
www.precor.com
(425) 486-9292

Regupol
Intense action demands extreme support. 
Regupol provides sports and fi tness 
surfaces for every activity, going well 
beyond “fi tness for purpose” — and always 
pushes the elements to provide the best 
results with an advanced manufacturing 
process that makes Regupol fl ooring 
extremely dense, resilient and wear-
resistant. This durability comes with 
exceptional good looks and color 
combinations that make facilities as 
attractive as they are functional.
www.regupol.com
(800) 537-8737
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See ad on page 37

Technogym
The new generation of Technogym ushers in two exciting versions. The 
Selection 900 brings strength training to the next level with matchless comfort 
and eff ectiveness while also sporting a connected interface to guide and track 
daily training. The Selection 700 is designed to be compact and light, while 
sharing the same superior biomechanics as the 900 version. It sports three 
dual machines, which combine two complementary exercises in a single piece of 
equipment.
www.technogym.com
(800) 804-0952

SportFloor
ReAction Elite is designed to provide 
safety, comfort and durability. With a 
density wear top layer composed of 
vulcanized virgin rubber installed over 
a cushion and base pad, this multi-
layer system is the ultimate solution 
for shock absorption, sound reduction, 
support and traction during strength 
and conditioning training. The base 
layer is available in two densities to 
accommodate high-impact, low-energy- 
return activities, or to lower the fatigue 
factor for plyometrics and box jumping.
www.northwestrubber.com/sportfl oor/
(800) 663-8724

Robbins Sports Surfaces
Robbins Rubber Floor Systems are an 
ideal rubber product to provide maximum 
comfort underfoot and absorb the shock 
of training impact. These durable rubber 
surfaces can be customized by color and 
size, and are perfect for weight rooms, 
cardio areas, aerobics and fi tness studios, 
strength and conditioning facilities, fi eld 
houses, tracks and other multipurpose 
areas. Many of Robbins’ rubber fl oors 
are made of 100 percent post-consumer 
tire and post-industrial EPDM rubber, and 
qualify for LEED credits.
www.robbinsfl oor.com
(800) 543-1913

See ad on page 7

SportsArt
The S956 Horizontal Leg Press is a spacious and comfortable machine that 
utilizes multipoint adjustments to customize the lift to the needs and preferences 
of all users. The S956 functions as a horizontal leg press, hip sled and calf-raise 

machine. The carriage glides eff ortlessly via SportsArt’s 
linear bearing system, and the Kevlar belts create a 
smooth action while adding optimal tensile strength.
www.gosportsart.com
(800) 709-1400
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TRUE Fitness
The TRUE Atlas Group Training System can enhance a facility’s current small group 
training or help launch a new dynamic program. This modern, space-effi  cient 
and fully customizable system off ers endless confi gurations and possibilities that 
help motivate and inspire members with high-energy and team-centric training. 
Traditional, corrective and functional exercises can be implemented with the Atlas, 
thanks to the available accessory packages and functional trainer options.
www.truefi tness.com/commercial-fi tness/atlas/
(800) 426-6570

See ad on page 29

TKO
The newest addition to the TKO Strength 
& Performance line of Signature Series 
products is the Converging Chest 
Press. The independent converging 
arm movements provide a natural path 
of motion with multigrip position for 
increased variety. The TKO Signature 
Series is a high-quality commercial line 
with a simple design that enhances the 
user workout and ensures worry-free 
maintenance.
www.tkostrength.com
(866) 856-3488
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Forward Progress BY COURTNEY CAMERON Email your projects to editors@athleticbusiness.com

The Willmar (Minn.) Civic Center is unveiling $3 million in facility improvements this month. The center will feature cosmetic 
upgrades — such as freshening up paint and repurposing the wood from the old bleachers into hand railings and accent walls 
— as well as systems upgrades, including a new ammonia-based refrigeration system that will allow the facility to off er ice 
year-round. A newly constructed mechanical building on the site features an indoor ice melt pit and garage. The center is also 
debuting new ADA-compliant locker rooms and convertible bleacher seating for 1,200.

Grand Openings

Last month, Syracuse University put the 

fi nishing touches on the 190,000-square-foot 

Barnes Center at the Arch. The $50 million 

facility was designed by Populous and includes 

an integrated student health and wellness 

center, a four-court gymnasium for basketball 

and volleyball, a two-lane indoor running track, 

a multipurpose gym for indoor soccer and 

roller hockey, three group exercise studios, a 

fi tness center, an indoor rowing tank, an esports 

training center, a climbing wall, meditation and 

group therapy rooms, a pet therapy space, and 

an indoor aquatics center with a 25-yard lap 

pool, a six-lane recreation pool and a spa.
[Renderings courtesy of Populous]

First Pitch
The City of Memphis, along with the 
University of Memphis and Tennis 
Memphis, have secured funding to 
begin work on the joint Leftwich 
Tennis Center renovation in Audubon 
Park. The reenvisioned public tennis 
center will feature 32 regulation 
courts — 12 indoor, 20 outdoor — and 
will serve as the home of Tigers 
tennis. The renovation is expected to 
be complete in January 2021.

Pima College in Tucson, Ariz., has 
received a grant of more than 
$500,000 for improvements at its 
West Campus soccer fi eld and 
other sports facilities. Planned 
improvements include the installation 
of new fi eld lights, a new perimeter 
fence around the soccer fi eld, new 
goals and a scoreboard. The fi eld has 
already been touched up with laser-
leveling and a new irrigation system.

Montana State University has gained 
approval from the Montana Board of Regents 
to move ahead with a 40,000-square-
foot expansion to Bobcat Stadium. The 
project — part of a larger facilities master 
plan — includes a two-story fi eldhouse at the 
northern part of the fi eld that will provide 
space for a weight room, athletic training 
and student-athlete academic support. The 
total cost is estimated at $18 million, with 
completion expected by winter 2020.
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Breaking Ground
Mississippi State University broke ground in July on an 
$8 million indoor tennis facility. Mississippi State Tennis 
Pavilion is a 48,815-square-foot facility designed by Eley 
Barkley Dale Architects of Jackson, Miss. The Pavilion 
will feature six indoor NCAA and Intercollegiate Tennis 
Association standard courts, as well as elevated spectator 
seating, standing fan areas, state-of-the-art lighting and 
scoreboard systems, and live video streaming. The project is 
being funded through private donations and is expected to 
be complete in spring 2020.

The city of Orem, Utah, has broken ground on a full redesign 
of its community fi tness center, using only the existing 
pools’ footprint of the 40-year-old former Orem Fitness 
Center. The city partnered with private community groups 
and the school district to help fund and promote the project. 
Offi  cials have imposed a tight deadline, hoping to fully 
implement the design, from architecture fi rm Method Studio 
of Salt Lake City, by early 2021.

Cal Poly broke ground this summer on a unique on-campus 
indoor sand volleyball complex on the site of the school’s former 
outdoor basketball courts. The Mustang Beach Volleyball 
Complex will house fi ve NCAA regulation-size courts with 
spectator seating for 250. The 35,000-square-foot facility will 
also be home to a weight room, a training room, locker rooms, 
program offi  ces and an outdoor shower. The total cost of the 
project is estimated at $3 million. The home team is expecting to 
take the court for the fi rst time in February.

Bethlehem High School in Delmar, N.Y., has begun work on its 
baseball fi eld as part of a $27 million renovation project 
approved by voters in 2016. The existing bleachers and press 
box have been demolished to be replaced by ADA-compliant 
seating and restrooms, while the fi eld will be irrigated 
and resurfaced to mitigate fl ooding issues. The stadium 
improvements have a budget of $1.2 million and are expected 
to be complete in time for use next season. The renovation 
project also includes infrastructure improvements to the 
district swimming pool. 

The Scarlet Knights got their fi rst look 

into the $4 million Rutgers Football 

Brown Family Locker Rooms earlier 

this season. The 6,000-square-foot 

facility by EwingCole includes 122 

custom, illuminated lockers equipped 

with built-in iPad charging ports and 

embossed graphics. A branded team 

meeting area is framed with 24 state-of-

the-art video screens, and a 26-speaker 

sound system enables communications 

throughout the facility. A specialized 

barber area and other unique spaces 

showcase design elements such as a 

bubble wall water feature, contemporary 

millwork and a dark mirror wall.
[Photo courtesy of EwingCole]

[Photo courtesy of CambridgeSeven]

Babson College in Wellesley, Mass., celebrated its centennial anniversary with a large-scale renovation and 

expansion of the Babson Recreation and Athletic Complex. With designs by CambridgeSeven of Cambridge, 

Mass., the project doubled the size of the existing facility. The 175,000-square-foot, two-story complex now houses 

three basketball courts, multipurpose recreational rooms, new and renovated locker rooms and athletic offi  ces, 

and a sports medicine center to support recreational sports and varsity athletics, as well as campus health and 

wellness initiatives. The BRAC offi  cially opened this fall.
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DIRECTORY
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Improving health and well-being through design
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BOSTWICK COMMUNITY CENTRE, YMCA & LONDON PUBLIC LIBRARY | MJMA

By Paul Steinbach

Design Details 
Send ideas for this feature to paul@athleticbusiness.com

Tiled ceiling puts splash of color 
directly above water

[Photo by Doublespace Photography]






